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Introduction

Genealogy and Family History at the National Library of Canada

The National Library of Canada offers a number of collections and services of interest to
genealogists and family historians undertaking research on Canadian ancestors.  The collections
include published sources such as family and local histories, transcriptions and indexes of parish
registers, cemetery transcription lists and the periodicals of genealogical and historical societies from
across Canada.  As well, the National Library holds an excellent collection of Canadian newspapers
in microform format.  Many of these items are available for interlibrary loan through the intermediary
of a public or other library.  Bibliographic information about these publications is included in
AMICUS, the National Library's online database.

Historical and current directories for Canadian cities, counties and provinces are housed in the
National Library's Reference Collection and are available for onsite consultation.  The Reference
Collection also includes sources such as handbooks and directories for genealogical research,
biographical and genealogical dictionaries, newspaper indexes and bibliographies of family histories.
Bilingual reference librarians are available to assist researchers in the use of these sources.

Researchers unable to visit the National Library in person may submit questions relating to Canadian
genealogy via the telephone, regular or electronic mail.  We will attempt to locate relevant
publications in our collection and/or to refer researchers to other organizations which may prove
helpful.

The National Library has also prepared a number of publications of use to genealogists.  These
include:

Checklist of indexes to Canadian newspapers (1987) and Canadian directories, 1790-1987:
a bibliography and place-name index (1989).

It is hoped that this bibliography of reference sources for Canadian genealogy will also prove useful.
Most of the items described are held in the Reference Collection of the National Library of Canada,
while a few are housed in the general collection.  Several items (without call numbers) are not
presently held by the National Library.  This bibliography is also available in French under the title:
Ouvrages de référence en généalogie canadienne.
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Bibliographies and Catalogues

1    Z5313 C2 P82 1987 Ref.
Coderre, John E. -- Guide to birth, marriage and death records at the National Archives of
Canada. -- Compiled by John E. Coderre and Paul A. Lavoie. -- Ottawa : Ottawa Branch,
Ontario Genealogical Society, 1987. -- iv, 87 p. -- (Publication ; no. 88-1). -- 1550340468

  A list of Canadian and foreign parish registers held by the National Archives of Canada.
Includes manuscripts, microfilms and published transcriptions of parish registers. Arranged
by province or territory and location. Foreign registers are arranged by country and
location. Entries may include the denomination and type of data covered, name of county,
years covered and a National Archives call number. National Library call numbers are also
provided for some published registers. Previous editions: 1975, Parish registers held at the
Public Archives of Canada; 1977, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1986, List of parish registers held at
the Public Archives of Canada.

2
Gilchrist, J. Brian. -- Genealogy and local history to 1900 : a bibliography of publications
and resources selected from the catalogue of CIHM = Généalogie et histoire locale
d'avant 1900 : une bibliographie de publications et ressources tirées du catalogue de
l'ICMH. -- Compiled by J. Brian Gilchrist and Clifford Duxbury Collier. -- Ottawa :
Canadian Institute for Historical Microreproductions, forthcoming 1995. -- 0665944446

3 Z5315 C2 M45 1986 fol.  Ref.
Mennie-de Varennes, Kathleen. -- Bibliographie annotée d'ouvrages généalogiques au
Canada = Annotated bibliography of genealogical works in Canada. -- Markham (Ont.) :
Published by Fitzhenry & Whiteside in association with the National Library of Canada and
the Canadian Government Publishing Centre, Supply and Services Canada, c1986-1987. --
6 vol. (xvii, 473; 2080 p.). -- 0889029113 (vol. 1) 0889029598 (vol. 2) 0889029059 (vol.
3) 0889029105 (vol. 4) 0889029865 (vol. 5) 0889029954 (vol. 6)

  Lists books, pamphlets, manuscripts, microfilms, periodical articles, special files, etc.
which provide approximately 100,000 references to 22,294 family names. Includes
Canadian sources, and foreign works which contain references to Canadian lineages. Most
useful for families of Quebec. Arranged in 6 parts: author/title index providing complete
citations and some annotations for 5,853 works; index of parishes consisting of 1,605
entries for published and unpublished birth, marriage and death records; subject index to
729 general or specific works on genealogy; list of periodicals; directory of genealogical
societies; index of family names, alphabetically arranged in volumes 2-6, with brief citations
to sources. Locations for rare books and manuscripts. Revises the author's earlier work:
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Bibliographie annotée d'ouvrages généalogiques à la Bibliothèque du Parlement =
Annotated bibliography of genealogical works in the Library of Parliament (Ottawa :
Library of Parliament, 1963). Supplement in preparation by the Fédération québécoise des
sociétés de généalogie.

4 HA742 N37 1992 fol. Ref.
National Archives of Canada. -- Catalogue of census returns on microfilm, 1901 =
Catalogue de recensements sur microfilm, 1901. -- Thomas A. Hillman. -- Ottawa : the
Archives, [1992], c1993. --  xxi, 196 p. ; 10 microfiches. -- 0660574101

  A catalogue of the 1901 census returns for provinces and territories of Canada held on
microfilm by the National Archives of Canada. Arranged by province or territory and then
alphabetically by name of census district or sub-district. Entries include name of district or
sub-district, year for which there is a return, microfilm reel number. Microfilms can be
borrowed or purchased from the Archives. List of abbreviations used in census records.
Microfiche: Census of 1901 : finding aid = Recensement de 1901 : instrument de
recherche. Arrangement and contents similar to print volume. Also reproduced in
microform format: Microlog, no. 93-01719. Thomas Hillman has also compiled: Catalogue
of census returns on microfilm, 1666-1891 = Catalogue de recensements sur microfilm,
1666-1891.

5    CD3648 A1 P82 1987 fol.  Ref.
National Archives of Canada. Manuscript Division. -- Checklist of parish registers, 1986 =
Répertoire de registres paroissiaux, 1986. -- By Patricia Birkett. -- 4th ed. -- Ottawa :
Manuscript Division, National Archives of Canada, 1987. -- xii, 205 p. --  0660538636

  1st ed., 1969. 2nd ed., 1975. 3rd ed., 1981. A guide to the Canadian and foreign parish
registers on microfilm or microfiche held by the National Archives of Canada as of
December 31, 1986 and available for interlibrary loan. Arranged alphabetically by place
within province or territory. Entries are in English or French according to the language of
the register. Entries note the inclusion of births, marriages and/or deaths in the register,
years covered and a National Archives call number for the microfilm or microfiche. Parishes
outside Canada are arranged by country and place. Geographical index. Reproduced in
microform format: Microlog, no. 88-02279.

6 Z5313 C3 O5 1985 Ref.
Ontario Genealogical Society. -- Ontario Genealogical Society library holdings. -- Edited
by Barbara B. Aitken. -- [Toronto] : Ontario Genealogical Society, c1985. -- 148 p. --
0920036074
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  A catalogue of the library of the Ontario Genealogical Society, which has been housed in
the Canadiana Collection of the North York Public Library since 1972. Emphasizes Ontario
genealogy, however, includes materials relating to other parts of Canada, Great Britain, the
United States and other countries. Entries are arranged by subject or type of publication
such as bibliographies, historical atlases, heraldry, family histories, local histories, etc. The
Society has also published a catalogue of its publications: Ontario Genealogical Society
publications for sale, 1995.

7 Z7164 I3 F55 1988 fol.  Ref.
Passenger and immigration lists bibliography, 1538-1900 : being a guide to published lists
of arrivals in the United States and Canada. -- Edited by P. William Filby. -- 2nd ed. --
Detroit (Mich.) : Gale Research Co., c1988. -- xi, 324 p. -- 0810327406

  1st ed., 1981. Supplement, 1984. A bibliography of over 2,550 published passenger,
naturalization and immigration lists for the United States and Canada. Includes books and
periodical articles. Alphabetically arranged by author or title. Annotations. Canadian
sources can be found through the subject index. Many of the works cited have been indexed
in: Passenger and immigration lists index.

8 HA742 P833 1987 fol.  Ref.
Public Archives Canada. -- Catalogue of census returns on microfilm, 1666-1891 =
Catalogue de recensements sur microfilm, 1666-1891. -- Thomas A. Hillman. -- [Ottawa] :
the Archives, c1987. -- xv, 289 p. -- 0660537117

  A catalogue of census returns, 1666-1891, for the provinces and territories of Canada,
held on microfilm by the National Archives of Canada (formerly the Public Archives of
Canada). Arranged by province or territory and then alphabetically by name of census
district or sub-district. Entries include name of district or sub-district, years for which there
are returns, microfilm reel numbers. Microfilms can be borrowed or purchased from the
Archives. List of abbreviations used in census returns. Appendix: census returns on
microfilm available for each province. Reproduced in microform format: Microlog, no. 87-
03860.   Revises and expands: Catalogue of census returns on microfilm, 1825-1871 =
Catalogue de recensements sur microfilms, 1825-1871; Catalogue of census returns on
microfilm, 1666-1881 = Catalogue de recensements sur microfilm, 1666-1881. Thomas
Hillman has also compiled: Catalogue of census returns on microfilm, 1901 = Catalogue
de recensements sur microfilm, 1901.
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9 Z5313 C2 S97 fol.
Surrey Centennial Library. -- Canadian genealogical resources : a guide to the materials
held in Surrey Centennial Library. -- By Paul Gutteridge. -- 12th ed. -- [Surrey, B.C.] :
Surrey Public Library, 1994. -- 1 vol. : forms.

  1st ed., 1983? A catalogue of sources for Canadian genealogical research in the collection
of the Surrey Centennial Library, British Columbia. The collection includes census, estate,
immigration, parish and military records, directories, historical atlases, local histories,
periodicals, etc. Arranged by type of source and province where necessary. Annotations and
call numbers. Directory of provincial archives and agencies responsible for twentieth-
century vital statistics, immigration, military records, etc. Copies of research request forms
for vital statistics information, etc.

10 Z5313 C2 P48 1990 fol.
Wilfrid Laurier University. Library. -- Roots : genealogical resources in W.L.U. library. --
Compiled by Diane E. Peters. --  Waterloo (Ont.) : Library, Wilfrid Laurier University,
1990. --  161 p. -- 0921821050

  A bibliography of genealogical sources held in the Wilfrid Laurier University Library.
Arranged by type of publication or subject including bibliographies, published census
indexes, guides to archives and libraries, family histories, local histories arranged by
province, peerage, periodicals, research guides, etc. Call numbers. Title index.

Dictionaries

11 FC2041 A72 1988 Ref.
Arsenault, Bona. -- Histoire et généalogie des Acadiens. -- [3e éd.]. -- [Carleton, Québec] :
Télévision de la Baie des Chaleurs, c1988. -- 6 vol. (2645 p.) : carte.

  1st ed., 1965. 2nd ed., 1978. Imprint varies. A history and genealogy of the Acadian
peoples compiled from published sources, census records and parish registers. Volume 1
covers their history from the first French settlement at Port-Royal through the dispersal of
the Acadians in the Atlantic Provinces, Quebec, Louisiana and France. Volumes 2-6 are
geographically arranged genealogies of Acadian families: vol. 2, Port-Royal (Annapolis
Royal, Nova Scotia); vol. 3, Beaubassin (Amherst, Nova Scotia), Grand-Pré (Nova Scotia);
vol. 4, Pisiguit (Windsor, Nova Scotia), Cobequid (Truro, Nova Scotia), Chipoudy and
Petitcoudiac (Hopewell Hill and Hillsborough, New Brunswick), Cap-de-Sable (Cape
Sable, Nova Scotia) and Pobomcoup (Pubnico, Nova Scotia), Rivière Saint-Jean (New
Brunswick), Ristigouche (Quebec); vol. 5, Plaisance (Placencia, Newfoundland), Île Royale
including Louisbourg (Cape Breton Island), Île Saint-Jean (Prince Edward Island); vol. 6;
Îles Saint-Pierre et Miquelon, Îles-de-la-Madeleine, Bordeaux (France), Belle-Île-en-Mer
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(Bretagne, France), Louisiana. Indexes of personal names and place names in volume 1.
Bibliography in volume 1. Bibliography for volumes 2-6 in volume 6.
  Volume 1 has also been published separately in French and English under the titles:
Histoire des Acadiens (Carleton (Québec) : Télévision de la Baie des Chaleurs, c1988)
(Saint-Laurent (Québec) : Fides, c1994); History of the Acadians (Carleton (Québec) :
Télévision de la Baie des Chaleurs, c1988) (Saint-Laurent (Québec) : Fides, c1994).

12
Hebert, Donald J. -- Index and key words to Histoire et généalogie des Acadiens by Bona
Arsenault. -- Cecilia (La.) : [s.n.], 1979. -- 30 p.

  An alphabetically arranged index of names for volumes 2-6 of Bona Arsenault's Histoire et
généalogie des Acadiens. Glossary of French terms used by Arsenault with English
equivalents.

13 FC2041 A72 1978 fol. Suppl. Ref.
Jehn, Janet B. -- Corrections & additions to Arsenault's Histoire et généalogie des
Acadiens. -- Covington (Ky.) : Janet B. Jehn, c1988. -- [4] leaves, 138 p. : ill. -- 939444100

  Additions and corrections to the 1978 edition of Bona Arsenault's Histoire et généalogie
des Acadiens. Follows Arsenault's geographical arrangement. Index of names.

14 FC2041 A722 1990 fol. Ref.
Morrison, Phoebe Chauvin. -- Index to Bona Arsenault`s "Histoire et généalogie des
Acadiens". -- Houma (La.) : Phoebe Chauvin Morrison, 1990. -- [4], 294 p.

  Indexes marriages in Bona Arsenault's Histoire et généalogie des Acadiens. Follows
Arsenault's geographical arrangement and then lists couples alphabetically by the family
name used as a paragraph header in Arsenault. Approximate date of marriage and page
reference are provided.

15 FC306 A1 F682 1987 fol.  Ref.
Fournier, Marcel. -- Les Bretons en Amérique du Nord : des origines à 1770. -- Québec :
Société de généalogie de Québec, 1987. -- viii, 424 p. : cartes. -- (Contribution ; no 55). --
2891200349

  2,380 brief biographies of Bretons who came to Acadia, New France, Louisiana and
Illinois, compiled from published sources, registers of births, marriages and deaths, census
records, marriage contracts, etc. Introductory essay on the history of European, in
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particular, French settlement in North America. Biographies are alphabetically arranged by
family name. Supplement. Indexes: place of origin; place of settlement; spouses who do not
have distinct entries in the dictionary. List of ships which carried Bretons to New France.
Bibliography. Updates and enlarges the author's: Dictionnaire biographiques des Bretons
en Nouvelle-France, 1600-1765 ([Québec] : Ministère des affaires culturelles, Archives
nationales du Québec, [1981]).

16 FC424 A1 L69 1984 Ref.
Loyalist lineages of Canada, 1783-1983. -- Toronto Branch, the United Empire Loyalists'
Association of Canada ; general  editor, Lynn A. Morgan ; compilers, Elizabeth Hancocks,
Casey Hancocks, Mary E. McGillivray. -- Agincourt (Ont.) : Generation Press, c1984. --
xxiv, 898 p., [7] leaves of plates : ill. -- 0920830242

  Includes the lineages of over 1,300 members of the United Empire Loyalists' Association
of Canada. Information is extracted from applications submitted to and approved by the
Association during the period from 1970 to 1982. Lineages are alphabetically arranged by
Loyalist surname. Within a lineage, each numbered paragraph includes the family data for
one generation. Index of additional names from lineages. Continued by: Loyalist lineages of
Canada. Volume II.

17 FC424 A1 L692 1991 Ref.
Loyalist lineages of Canada. Volume II. -- Toronto Branch, the United Empire Loyalists'
Association of Canada ; editor, Dorrine Robertson Macnab ; compiler, Mary E.
McGillivray. -- Toronto : Toronto Branch, United Empire Loyalists' Association of Canada,
c1991. -- 2 vol. (xxix, 1563 p., [16] p. of plates) : ill. --  0969517807 (set) 0969517815
(vol. 2, part 1) 0969517823 (vol. 2, part 2)

  Provides additional information for lineages included in Loyalist lineages of Canada,
1783-1983 and lineages of new members. Does not repeat all data from previous volume.
Alphabetically arranged by Loyalist surname. Index of names.

18 FC106 S3 W49 1986 Ref.
Whyte, Donald. -- A dictionary of Scottish emigrants to Canada before Confederation. --
Toronto : Ontario Genealogical Society, 1986. -- xvi, 443 p. -- 0920036090

  A dictionary of over 30,000 names of Scottish emigrants to Canada prior to 1867.
Compiled from passenger lists, local and family histories, etc. Alphabetically arranged by
surname. Entries may include name, dates of birth and death, place of origin, names of
parents, destination, date, ship, occupation, names of spouse and spouse's parents, date of
marriage, names of children and reference to source. Addenda. Bibliography.
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Directories

19 Z1238 B85 1990 Ref.
Bunnell, Paul J. [Paul Joseph]. -- Research guide to Loyalist ancestors : a directory to
archives, manuscripts, and published sources. -- Bowie (Md.) : Heritage Books, 1990. --
ix, 146 p. --  155613357X

  A directory of archives, libraries and museums in Canada, the United States and other
countries, holding materials relevant to Loyalist genealogical research. The section on
Canada is arranged by province. Entries for institutions include address, telephone number
and descriptions of sources such as census, land, estate and military records, parish
registers, etc. Lists genealogical and other societies in each province as well as Loyalist
historical sites. Bibliographies of published Loyalist sources.

20 Z675 G44 F56 1988 fol. Ref.
Filby, P. William. -- Directory of American libraries with genealogy or local history
collections. -- Wilmington (Del.) : Scholarly Resources Inc., c1988. -- xiv, 319 p. --
0842022864

  A directory of American and Canadian libraries with genealogy or local history collections.
Based on a questionnaire sent to over 4,000 libraries. 128 Canadian libraries replied, 62
from Ontario. Arranged by country and then state or province/territory and city. Entries
include: name, address and telephone number of library; days/hours open to public; name of
head of genealogy/local history section; numbers of books, manuscript collections,
microfilm reels relating to genealogy/local history; geographical areas covered; reference
services provided; charges; policies on lending books/microfilms; published and/or
unpublished guides to collection; list of professional researchers available; inclusion of
collection on OCLC and/or RLIN; selected titles held. List of libraries not holding
genealogy or local history collections. Index of libraries holding significant collections for
regions, provinces, countries, etc., other than their own. Sample questionnaire.

21 CS44 M44 Ref.
Meyer, Mary Keysor. -- Meyer's directory of genealogical societies in the U.S.A. and
Canada. -- (1976)-    . -- Mt. Airy (Md.) : Mary Keysor Meyer, 1976-    . --   vol. -- 0732-
3395

  Biennial. Organized in six sections: genealogical societies in Canada arranged by province;
genealogical societies in the United States arranged by state; special interest organizations
arranged by ethnic group, etc.; umbrella organizations; single name family organizations and
periodicals alphabetically arranged by name or title; independent genealogical periodicals
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alphabetically arranged by title. Entries for societies may include name, address, telephone
number, date of foundation, number of members, membership fee, information on
publications, areas of geographical interest and special projects. Title varies: (1976)-3rd ed.
(1980), Directory of genealogical societies in the U.S.A. and Canada.

22 CS5 W46 1990 fol. Ref.
Who's who in genealogy & heraldry. -- Mary Keysor Meyer and P. William Filby, editors. --
Savage (Md.) : Who's Who in Genealogy & Heraldry, c1981-    . --   vol. -- 1055-5943

  Irregular, 1981, 1990. Imprint varies. Biographies of persons involved in the fields of
genealogy and heraldry. Includes authors, editors and publishers of genealogical or heraldic
publications, professional genealogists, heraldic authorities and artists, genealogical
reference librarians and selected members of major genealogical societies. Entries for 41
residents of Canada. Alphabetically arranged by name of biographee. Entries include the
following categories of information: personal, career activities, genealogical publications
and genealogical interests. Indexes: language, locality, subject.

Handbooks, Guides

23 CS82 B39 1994 Ref.
Baxter, Angus. -- In search of your Canadian roots. -- 2nd ed. -- Toronto : Macmillan
Canada, c1994. -- xviii, 350 p. --  0771590199

  1st ed., c1989. A guide to sources for genealogical research in Canada. Provides
information for beginners on getting started, organizing research and writing a family
history. Examines records available for each province or territory including census returns,
land records, parish registers, civil registration records, newspapers, wills, directories, etc.
Notes archives, libraries, genealogical and historical societies which have significant
genealogical holdings. Does not discuss records related to adoption or divorce.
Bibliography. Subject index. 1st ed. also published: Baltimore (Md.) : Genealogical
Publishing, 1990, c1989.

24 CS16 B39 1991 Ref.
Baxter, Angus. -- In search of your roots : a guide for Canadians seeking their ancestors. -
- Rev. and updated. -- Toronto : Macmillan Canada, 1991, c1978. -- [4], 331 p. --
0770515770

  Previous editions: 1978, 1980, 1984. Provides an overview of the sources available to
Canadians seeking their ancestors in Canada, the United Kingdom, Europe, the United
States and other countries. Covers sources such as vital statistics, land and church records,
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wills, census returns, newspapers and directories. Also describes significant archives,
libraries, genealogical and historical societies. Separate chapters on getting started, writing
a family history and heraldry. Appendix: Mormon records. Bibliography. List of foreign
libraries. Subject index.

25 CS16 B743 1995 fol. Ref.
Briggs, Elizabeth. -- Access to ancestry : a genealogical resource manual for Canadians
tracing their heritage. -- Winnipeg : Westgarth, c1995. -- vi, 166 p. : forms, geneal. tables.
--  0969745311

  A basic guide for genealogists researching ancestors in Manitoba, in other provinces, and
outside Canada. Discusses beginning research, organizing information, problems, etc.
Describes published sources, and unpublished records, such as vital statistics, homestead,
court and land records, held in various Manitoba repositories. Records for other provinces
and countries are described in less detail. Addresses and telephone numbers for relevant
archives, libraries, government agencies, genealogical and historical societies. Sample
charts. Bibliography. Subject index. Revises: Briggs, Elizabeth, Handbook for genealogists
(Winnipeg : Manitoba Genealogical Society, 1990).

26  CS83 C35 1993 fol. Ref.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Family History Library. -- Canada
research outline. -- 1st ed. -- Salt Lake City (Utah) : Family History Library, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1993. -- 48 p. : map.

  An outline of sources for genealogical research on Canadian ancestors, prepared by the
Family History Library, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Describes search
strategies, records at the Family History Library, sources such as business, census, church,
immigration, military, notarial and vital records, directories, newspapers and maps. Also
discusses topics such as language, personal names and genealogical research for minority
groups and Native peoples. Addresses of libraries, archives and historical and genealogical
societies. Bibliographical references for many genealogical publications.

27 Genealogy binder Ref.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Library. -- Research outline.
-- 1st ed., 1986. -- Salt Lake City (Utah) : Corporation of the President of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1986. -- 10 vol.

  A series of brief pamphlets which describe the primary sources for genealogical research in
each of the Canadian provinces, prepared by the Genealogical Library of the Church of
Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints. Each pamphlet includes: the historical background of
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the province, a research strategy, descriptions of sources such as cemetery, census, church,
probate and land records, newspapers, maps and directories, addresses for genealogical and
historical societies, archives and libraries and a brief bibliography.

28 CS16 C54 1993 Ref.
Clendenan, Diane E. -- Researching your family tree : a beginner's guide from the Toronto
Branch of the Ontario Genealogical Society. -- By Diane E. Clendenan & Jane E.
Thompson with the assistance of Ruth M. Burkholder. -- Toronto : Ontario Genealogical
Society, Toronto Branch, c1993. -- [6], 25 p. : charts. -- 0777900467

  A beginner's guide to genealogical research. Particularly useful for researchers working in
Ontario. Provides basic information on getting started, using libraries, archives, genealogical
and historical societies and organizing records. Also covers sources such as census, vital
statistics, cemetery, land, estate and immigration records, maps, newspapers and directories.
Addresses provided for relevant libraries, archives and societies. Samples of completed
family group sheet and pedigree chart. Reading list for each section. 2nd ed. forthcoming
1995.

29 CS88 A84 H47 1987 fol.  Ref.
Hebert, Donald J. -- Researching Acadian families. -- Ville Platte (La.) : Hebert
Publications, c1987. -- v, 22, 4, [2] p. : maps.

  Provides a brief history of the Acadian people and outlines sources for genealogical
research. Notes archives and genealogical societies. Bibliography. Also includes a reprint of:
Nova Scotia research outline (Salt Lake City (Utah) : Corporation of the President of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, c1986).

30 FC106 U5 H55 1984 fol.  Ref.
Himka, John-Paul. -- Sources for researching Ukrainian family history. -- John-Paul Himka
and Frances A. Swyripa. -- Edmonton : Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University
of Alberta, 1984. -- 37 p. : 1 map. -- (Research report ; no. 6).

  A guide to Ukrainian and Canadian sources for Ukrainian-Canadian genealogical research.
Discusses published works on Ukrainian surnames, language and history and notes sources
such as the Ukrainian bureau of vital statistics and archives of the former Soviet Union.
Brief history of Ukrainian immigration and settlement in Canada. Covers published works
on Ukrainian Canadians as well as unpublished sources such as Canadian vital statistics,
church, land, immigration and naturalization records. Bibliography of local histories for
Ukrainian districts of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
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31 CS10 J47 1991 Ref.
Jetté, René. -- Traité de généalogie. -- Préface de Jacques Dupâquier. -- Montréal (Québec)
: Presses de l'Université de Montréal, 1991. -- 716 p. : ill. -- 2760615529

  An encyclopedic work on all aspects of the science of genealogy with emphasis on
research in Quebec. Covers the following topics among others: methods of determining
family relationships; terminology of family relationships; naming conventions; arrangement
of genealogical data; the practice of genealogy, its uses, and history in Quebec; types of
proof for genealogical facts; the process of the genealogical enquiry; sources for
genealogical research in Quebec including private and published sources, registers of births,
etc., as well as notarial, census and other types of records. Numerous charts and sample
entries from sources.
  Appendices: French, English, Latin glossary of terms for family relationships; formulae for
calculating consanguinity; table of concordance for Quebec census counties and districts,
1792-1981; directory of regional centres of the Archives nationales du Québec (ANQ) and
headquarters of judicial districts; table of census districts indicating judicial district and
ANQ regional centre. Glossary. Bibliography. No index. Detailed table of contents.

32 CS82 J65 1978 fol. Ref.
Jonasson, Eric. -- The Canadian genealogical handbook : a comprehensive guide to
finding your ancestors in Canada. -- 2d ed., rev. and enl. -- Winnipeg : Wheatfield Press,
1978. -- 352 p. : ill., facsims., maps. -- 0920374026

  1st ed., 1976. A guide to Canadian sources for genealogical research. For the beginner,
covers getting started, organizing data, using family records, correspondence in
genealogical research and using libraries. Chapter 2 describes archives, libraries,
genealogical societies, Mormon Family History Libraries and genealogical publishers in
Canada. Discusses the following types of sources: vital statistics, church, cemetery, probate,
land, municipal, court, immigration, citizenship, military, ethnic and school records, census
returns, wills, newspapers, maps, atlases and directories, material relating to French Canada,
Acadia, Native peoples and heraldry. Provincial records and sources are also covered. Brief
chapter on overseas research. Bibliographies accompany many sections.

33 CS83 K65 1993 fol. Ref.
Konrad, J. -- French and French-Canadian family research. --  Rev. ed. -- Indianopolis
(Ind.) : Ye Olde Genealogie Shoppe, 1993. -- iii leaves, 79 p. : maps. -- 1878311204

  1st ed., 1985. Rev. ed., 1989. Imprint varies. An English-language guide to researching
French ancestors in the United States, Canada and France. Provides a brief history of
France and French immigration to and settlement in North America. Other chapters cover
sources available in the United States, French Canada and France including census returns,
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birth, marriage and death records as well as published materials. Includes addresses for
relevant genealogical and historical societies and archives. Sample letters in French for
corresponding with archives, etc. Brief French-English glossary.

34
Roy, Janine. -- Guide des sources généalogiques au Canada. -- 8e éd. -- Ottawa : Archives
nationale du Canada, 1993. -- 53 p. --  0662984560

  1st ed., 1968.  An introductory guide to genealogical research in Canada with emphasis on
the collections of the National Archives of Canada. Arranged by type of source such as
published materials, census, birth, marriage, death, land, estate, military, immigration,
naturalization, citizenship and Loyalist records. List of census returns available on microfilm
at the Archives or on interlibrary loan. Provides addresses for provincial and territorial
archives and registrars of vital statistics. Also published in English under the title: Tracing
your ancestors in Canada.

35
Roy, Janine. -- Tracing your ancestors in Canada. -- 11th ed. --Ottawa : National Archives
of Canada, 1993. -- 47 p. -- 0662207580

  1st ed., 1968. An introductory guide to genealogical research in Canada with emphasis on
the collections of the National Archives of Canada. Arranged by type of source such as
published materials, census, birth, marriage, death, land, estate, military, immigration,
naturalization, citizenship and Loyalist records. List of census returns available on microfilm
at the Archives or on interlibrary loan. Provides addresses for provincial and territorial
registrars of vital statistics and archives. Also published in French under the title: Guide des
sources généalogiques au Canada.

36 CS83 S54 1991 fol. Ref.
Skene, Cécile. -- Handbook to Canadian trees and French roots. -- Winnipeg : Manitoba
Genealogical Society, 1987. -- 57 p. : maps. -- 0921622074

  3rd printing, 1991. A guide to French-Canadian genealogical research using sources
available in Manitoba. Provides address, telephone number and description of hours,
services and genealogical holdings for the Société historique de
Saint-Boniface, Bibliothèque Saint-Boniface, Manitoba Genealogical Society, Centennial
Library, Winnipeg and the Mormon Family History Center, Winnipeg. Directory of
genealogical societies and archives in Quebec and France as well as useful addresses in
Canada, the United States and Belgium.
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Historical Atlases

37 Atlas stand Ref.
Illustrated historical atlas of...

  Illustrated historical atlases were published in Canada during the period 1875 through
1881. The largest number were published for the counties of Ontario. Generally they
include a historical sketch of the county, maps of the townships, towns and villages which
often note land holders' names, illustrations of public buildings, a directory, portraits and
business cards of subscribers. Many of these atlases have been reprinted with revisions. A
few have been reproduced on microfiche by the Canadian Institute for Historical
Microreproductions. Genealogical indexes have been compiled and separately published for
others. A bibliography of the atlases was published under the title: County atlases of
Canada : a descriptive catalogue = Atlas de comtés canadiens : catalogue descriptif
([Ottawa] : National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada, 1970).

New Brunswick

Atlas of St. John city and county, New Brunswick. -- St. John : Roe and Colby, 1875. -- 91
p. -- Offset ed.: Historical atlas of York County, N.B. and St. John, N.B. city and county. --
Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Publishing, 1973.

Atlas of York County, New Brunswick. -- Fredericton : Halfpenny, 1878. -- 64 p. -- Offset
ed.: Historical atlas of York County, N.B. and St. John, N.B. city and county. -- Belleville
(Ont.) : Mika Publishing, 1973.

38 Atlas stand Ref.
Nova Scotia

Illustrated historical atlas of Pictou County, Nova Scotia. --[Toronto] : J.H. Meacham,
1879. -- 96 p. -- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972. -- 2nd. reprint
ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1975.

39 Atlas stand Ref.
Ontario

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Brant, Ont. --Toronto : Page & Smith, 1875. --
65 p. -- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Illustrated historical atlas
of the counties of Oxford (Walker and Miles, 1876) and Brant (Page and Smith, 1875). --
Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1972.
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Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Bruce County supplement. -- Toronto : H.
Belden, 1880. -- 58 p. -- Offset editions: Illustrated atlas of the county of Bruce containing
authentic maps of the townships. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1970, 1971.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Carleton (including city of Ottawa) Ontario. --
Toronto : H. Belden, 1879. -- 70 p. -- Offset ed.: Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1971;
Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1971; Stratford (Ont.) : Cummings Atlas Reprints,
1976. -- Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche series, no. 12020.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Elgin, Ont. --Toronto : H.R. Page, 1877. -- 60
p. -- Offset editions: Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1971?, 1976.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Essex supplement. -- Toronto : H.
Belden, 1881. -- 43 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Essex and
Kent. -- Sarnia (Ont.) : Edward Phelps, Ross Cumming, 1973. --Separately published
indexes: Index for the Essex Kent counties historical atlas. -- [Windsor, Ont. : Essex
County Branch, Ontario Genealogical Society, 1986]; Index to the H. Belden & Co.
illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Essex & Kent, 1880-1881. -- Chatham (Ont.) :
Kent County Branch, Ontario Genealogical Society, 1994.

Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Frontenac, Lennox and Addington, Ontario. --
Toronto : J.H. Meacham, 1878. -- 109 p.  -- Offset editions: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk
Screening, 1971, 1972, 1973. -- Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche
series, no. 09852. -- Separately published index compiled by A.R. Hazelgrove: Name and
place index to Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Frontenac, Lennox &
Addington, Ontario. -- Kingston (Ont.) : [s.n.], 1973.   Illustrated historical atlas of the
counties of Grey and Bruce, Ont. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Cumming Atlas Reprints, 1975. --
124 p. -- With Farmers' directory of Grey, 1890, Evan's directory of Bruce, 1880.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Grey supplement. -- Toronto : H. Belden,
1880. -- 52 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated atlas of the county of Grey. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) :
Ross Cumming, 1971.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Haldimand, Ont. -- Toronto : H.R. Page, 1879.
-- 77 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Haldimand and Norfolk.
[S.l. : s.n.], 1972.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Halton, Ont. --Toronto : Walker and Miles,
1877. -- 93 p. -- Offset editions: Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1971, 1976. --
Separately published index: Index to the Walker & Miles historical atlas of Halton County,
1877. -- [Oakville, Ont.] : Halton-Peel Branch, O.G.S., [198-?].
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Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Hastings and Prince Edward, Ont. -- Toronto
: H. Belden, 1878. -- 93 p. --Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972. --
Separately published index compiled by A.R. Hazelgrove: Name and place index to
Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Hastings and Prince Edward, Ontario. --
Kingston [Ont. : s.n.], 1974.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Huron, Ont. --Toronto : H. Belden, 1879. -- 86
p. -- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross
Cumming, 1972. -- Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche series, no.
12021.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Kent supplement. -- Toronto : H. Belden,
1881. -- 144 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Essex and Kent. -
- Sarnia (Ont.) : Edward Phelps, Ross Cumming, 1973. --Separately published indexes:
Index for the Essex Kent counties historical atlas. -- [Windsor, Ont. : Essex County
Branch, Ontario Genealogical Society, 1986]; Index to the H. Belden & Co. illustrated
historical atals of the counties of Essex & Kent, 1880-1881. -- Chatham (Ont.) : Kent
County Branch, Ontario Genealogical Society, 1994.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Lambton supplement. -- Toronto : H.
Belden, 1880. -- 133 p.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Lanark supplement. -- Toronto : H.
Belden, 1880. 131 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated atlas of Lanark County 1880. Illustrated
atlas of Renfrew County 1881. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1972.

40 Atlas stand Ref.

Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Leeds and Grenville, Canada West. --
Belleville (Ont.) Mika Publishing, 1973. -- 103 p. -- Separately published index compiled by
A.R. Hazelgrove: Name and place index to Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of
Leeds and Grenville, Ontario. -- Kingston (Ont.) : [s.n.], 1975.

Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Lincoln and Welland, Ont. -- Toronto : H.R.
Page, 1876. -- 83 p. -- Offset ed.: Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1971.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Middlesex, Ont. -- Toronto : H.R. Page, 1878. -
- 97 p. -- Reprint ed.: Toronto : Peter Martin Associates, 1970. -- Offset ed.: Belleville
(Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Sarnia (Ont.) : Edward Phelps, 1972.   Guidebook and
atlas of Muskoka and Parry Sound districts. --Toronto : H.R. Page, 1877. -- 57 p. -- Offset
ed.: Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1971, 1972.
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Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Norfolk. --Toronto : H.R. Page, 1877. -- 57 p. -
- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972.

Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Northumberland and Durham, Ont. --
Toronto : H. Belden, 1978. -- 121 p. --Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH
microfiche series, no. 12002. -- 1st and 2nd offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk
Screening, 1972. --  Separately published index compiled by A.R. Hazelgrove: Name and
place index to Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Northumberland and Durham,
Ontario. --Kingston [Ont. : s.n.], 1976.

Atlas of Ontario County, Province of Ontario by townships, coloured in school sections
and showing owner's names and acreage of the different properties, with separate plans of
various towns and villages. -- Toronto : Charles E. Goad, 1895.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Ontario, Ont. --Toronto : J.H. Beers, 1877. --
71 p. -- Offset ed.: Pickering (Ont.) : Lawson, 1970; Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming,
1972; Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972.

Topographical and historical atlas of the County of Oxford, Ontario. -- Toronto : Walker
and Miles, 1876. -- 79 p. --Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche
series, no. 25454. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated historical atlas of Oxford County, Ontario. --
Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of
Oxford (Walker and  Miles, 1876) and Brant (Page and Smith, 1875). --Port Elgin (Ont.) :
Ross Cumming, 1972.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Peel, Ontario. -- Toronto : Walker and Miles,
1877. -- 72 p. -- Offset ed.: Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1971, 1972; Stratford (Ont.)
: Cumming Atlas Reprints, 1977.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Perth, Ont. --Toronto : H. Belden, 1879. -- 76
p. -- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross
Cumming, 1972.

Illustrated historical atlas of Peterborough County, 1825-1875. -- Edited by A.O.C. Cole.
-- Peterborough (Ont.) : Peterborough Historical Atlas Foundation, 1975. -- 127 p. : ill.,
maps.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Prescott and Russell supplement. --
Toronto : H. Belden, 1881. -- 22 p. --Offset ed.: Illustrated historical atlas of the counties
of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry 1879 : Prescott and Russell, supplement to the
Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada 1881. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming,
1972.
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Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Renfrew supplement. -- Toronto : H.
Belden, 1881. -- 64 p. -- Offset ed. Illustrated atlas of Lanark County 1880. Illustrated
atlas of Renfrew County 1881. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1972.   Illustrated
atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Simcoe supplement. -- Toronto : H. Belden, 1881. --
60 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated atlas of the county of Simcoe. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross
Cumming, 1970. -- Separately published index: Genealogical index to the Illustrated atlas
of the county of Simcoe. -- Barrie (Ont.) : Simcoe County Branch, Ontario Genealogical
Society, 1987.   Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Simcoe, Ont. --Port Elgin (Ont.)
: Cumming Atlas Reprints, 1975.

Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, Ont. --
Toronto : H. Belden, 1879. -- 68 p. -- Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH
microfiche series, no. 12116. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry 1879 : Prescott and Russell, supplement to the
Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada 1881. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming,
1972.   Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Victoria supplement. -- Toronto :
H. Belden, 1881. -- 114 p.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Waterloo supplement. -- Toronto : H.
Parsell, 1881. -- 18 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated atlas of the county of Waterloo. H. Parsell,
Toronto, 1881. County of Waterloo directory 1877-1878. Armstrong and Co., Toronto.
Illustrated atlas of the county of Wellington. Walker and Miles, Toronto, 1877. -- Port
Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1972.

Topographical and historical atlas of the county of Wellington, Ont. -- Toronto : Walker
and Miles, 1877. -- 167 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated atlas of the county of Waterloo. H.
Parsell, Toronto, 1881. County of Waterloo directory 1877-1878. Armstrong and Co.,
Toronto. Illustrated atlas of the county of Wellington. Walker and Miles, Toronto, 1877. --
Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1972.

Historical atlas of the county of Wellington, Ont. -- Toronto : Historical Atlas Publishing
Co., 1906. -- 71, 49 p. -- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Port
Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1972.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Wentworth, Ont. -- Toronto : Page and Smith,
1875. -- 63 p. -- Offset ed.: Dundas (Ont.) : Dundas Valley School of Art, 1971.
Illustrated historical atlas of the county of York and the township of West Gwillimbury and
town of Bradford in the county of Simcoe, Ontario. -- Toronto : Miles and Co., 1878. -- 64
p. -- Reprinted: Toronto : Peter Martin Associates, 1969. -- Offset ed.: Belleville (Ont.) :
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Mika Silk Screening, 1972; Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming, 1975. -- Separately
published index compiled by A.R. Hazelgrove: Name and place index to Illustrated
historical atlas of the county of York and of the township of West Gwillimbury and town of
Bradford by Miles & Co., Toronto, 1878 and Mika Silk Screening Ltd., Belleville, 1972. --
Kingston (Ont.) : [s.n.], 1977.

41  Atlas stand Ref.
Prince Edward Island

Atlas of the province of Prince Edward Island, Canada and the world. -- Toronto :
Cummins Map Co., 1925. -- 140 p.

Illustrated historical atlas of the province of Prince Edward Island. -- [Toronto] : J.H.
Meacham, 1880. -- 162, 26 p. -- 1st and 2nd offset editions: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk
Screening, 1972. -- Centennial ed.: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1973. --
Reprinted: Illustrated historical atlas of Prince Edward Island. -- [Charlottetown] : Prince
Edward Island Museum and Heritage Foundation, 1995.

42 Atlas stand Ref.
Québec

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada [...] Eastern Townships and south western
Quebec supplement. -- Toronto : H. Belden, 1881. -- 88 p. -- Offset ed.: Illustrated atlas of
the Eastern Townships and south western Quebec. -- Port Elgin (Ont.) : Ross Cumming,
1972.

Indexes

43 FC423 B87 1989 Ref.
Bunnell, Paul J. [Paul Joseph]. -- The new Loyalist index. --  Bowie (Md.) : Heritage
Books, 1989. -- xii, [500] p. -- 1556132344

  An index to the names of over 5,000 United Empire Loyalists compiled from published
and unpublished sources. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Entries include: name of
Loyalist, source code, birth, marriage and death dates, names of spouse and children, place
of origin, place of settlement, regiment and rank, land claimed. List of sources consulted.
Index of names within entries.
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44 HS2339 U5 L6 1985 fol.
The Loyalist gazette index, 1963-1983. -- [Victoria : Victoria Branch, United Empire
Loyalists' Association, 1984].

  A subject index to The Loyalist gazette, the periodical of the United Empire Loyalists'
Association of Canada, for the years 1963-1983. Two parts: 1963-1972, 1973-1983. Each
part includes names of individuals and families, places and events
alphabetically arranged. Separate lists of illustrations and book reviews. The Loyalist
gazette is also indexed in America, history and life and Historical abstracts.

45 CS68 P363 fol. Ref.
Passenger and immigration lists index : a guide to published arrival records of about
500,000 passengers who came to the United States and Canada in the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. -- Edited by P. William Filby. -- 1st ed. -- Detroit
(Mich.) : Gale Research Co., c1981. -- 3 vol. (xxxv, 2339 p.). --  0736-8267

  An index of immigrants to the United States and Canada during the sixteenth through mid-
twentieth centuries, whose names appeared in published passenger and naturalization lists,
church records, family and local histories, etc. Emphasis on American publications.
Alphabetically arranged by name: vol. 1, A-G; vol. 2, H-N; vol. 3, O-Z. Entries may
include: name and age of immigrant, place of arrival or naturalization, year of arrival or
naturalization, source code, names of accompanying family members. Bibliography of
sources indexed.
  Annual supplements, 1982-    . Subtitle varies. Cumulated supplements, 1982-1985, 1986-
1990.

46 CS1 P47 fol. Ref.
Periodical source index, 1847-1985. -- Prepared by the staff of the Allen County Public
Library Foundation and the Allen County Public Library Genealogy Department. -- Fort
Wayne (Ind.) : Allen County Public Library Foundation, 1988-1992. -- 12 vol. -- Spine title:
PERSI.

  An index to articles on places, subjects and families in genealogical and local history
periodicals with publication dates of 1847 through 1985. It is the intention of the compilers
to index over 2,000 periodicals by the completion of the project including 100-150
Canadian English- and French-language titles. Within this twelve-volume set, the periodicals
were indexed in three installments, vol.1-4, vol. 5-8, vol. 9-12. Each installment is arranged
in five sections: places in the United States arranged by state and county; places in Canada
arranged by province; other countries; research methodology, covering articles which
describe various types of records; families. Article entries include record type, article title,
periodical code and issue reference. Appendices: list of periodicals included in the project;
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lists of periodicals included in each installment, arranged by code and title. Continued by:
Periodical source index, annual volumes.

47 CS1 P47 1992 fol. Ref.
Periodical source index. -- Prepared by the staff of the Allen County Public Library
Genealogy Department, Fort Wayne, Indiana. -- (1986)-    . -- Fort Wayne (Ind.) : Allen
County Public Library Foundation, c1987-    . --   vol. -- 1065-9056

  Annual. Continues: Periodical source index, 1847-1985. Indexes articles on places,
subjects and families from genealogy and local history periodicals received by the Allen
County Public Library, Genealogy Dept., during the year covered by each volume. Articles
may have publication dates of 1986 through the volume year. Arrangement same as
retrospective set.
  The Allen County Public Library has also published: Bibliography of genealogy and local
history periodicals with union list of major U.S. collections (Fort Wayne (Ind.) : Allen
County Public Library Foundation, 1990). Includes some Canadian genealogical periodicals.

Registers

48 CD3002 B42 Ref.
Beauregard, Marthe F. [Marthe Faribault]. -- La population des forts français d'Amérique
(XVIIIe siècle) : répertoire des baptêmes, mariages et sépultures célébrés dans les forts et
les établissements français en Amérique du Nord au XVIIIe siècle. --  Montréal : Éditions
Bergeron, 1982-1984. -- 2 vol. (299; 434 p.) : ill. -- 2892471001 (vol. 1) 2892471168 (vol.
2)

  Lists persons who were baptised, married or buried in the French forts or posts of North
America during the eighteenth century. Includes Amerindians and black slaves. Information
was transcribed from registers of baptisms, marriages and burials, census returns, marriage
contracts, etc. Arranged by fort and type of act. Brief histories of forts. Index of names with
separate sections for clergy, notaries, voyageurs, regiments and companies, slaves,
Amerindians, and geographical index in each volume.

49 FC420 F79
Fryer, Mary Beacock. -- Rolls of the Provincial (Loyalist) Corps, Canadian Command,
American revolutionary period. -- Prepared by Mary Beacock Fryer and Lieutenant-
Colonel William A. Smy. --  Toronto : Dundurn Press, 1981. -- 104 p. -- (Dundurn
Canadian historical document series ; 1). -- 0919670563
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  Transcriptions of the rolls of the five regiments which made up the Provincial Corps of the
British Army during the American Revolution. These regiments were made up of over
3,000 loyal colonials most of whom settled in Ontario. The regiments were: the Royal
Highland Emigrants, the King's Royal Regiment of New York, Butler's Rangers, the Loyal
Rangers and the King's Rangers. The rolls are arranged by company and/or rank and may
include information such as age, country of origin, height, number of years of service, date
of capture, death or desertion, land granted, etc.
  Mary Beacock Fryer and William A. Smy also compiled a name index to the rolls, entitled:
Index to Rolls of the Provincial (Loyalist) Corps., Canadian Command, American
revolutionary period [Oakville, Ont. : Halton-Peel Branch, Ontario Genealogical Society,
1981?].

50 FC3070 L6 B75 1984 Ref.
Loyalist lists : over 2,000 Loyalist names and families from the Haldimand papers. --
[Transcribed by] E. Keith Fitzgerald. --  [Toronto] : Ontario Genealogical Society, c1984. -
- x, 125 p. --  0920036031

  Transcriptions of four lists of Loyalists found in the papers of Sir Frederick Haldimand.
Includes: General return of refugee Loyalists in the Province of Quebec; Roll of King's
Rangers; Return of the 1st Battalion of the King's Royal Regiment of New York; Return of
Loyal Rangers - Company of Pensioners (Jessup's). Index of names. Microfilm copies of the
original lists can be borrowed on interlibrary loan from the National Archives of Canada.

Surnames

51 CS2860 U5 B6 Ref.
Bogdan, F. [Forwin]. -- Dictionary of Ukrainian surnames in Canada. -- Winnipeg :
Onomastic Commission of UVAN : Canadian Institute of Onomastic Sciences, 1974. -- 50,
354 p. --  (Onomastica ; no. 47). -- Title on added t.p.: Dictionnaire des noms de famille
ukrainiens au Canada. Title on added t.p.: Slovnyk ukraïns'kykh prizvyshch u Kanadi.

  A dictionary of over 30,000 Ukrainian surnames of Canada, alphabetically arranged
according to the English transliterated form of name. Entries include the transliterated form
of name, the Cyrillic form of name and references to sources. List of sources in Ukrainian
and English. Introductory essay on Ukrainian family names. Essay by J.B. Rudnyckyj on
changes in given names and surnames in Canada and the United States.
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52 CS2700 D5 Ref.
Dionne, N.-E. [Narcisse-Eutrope]. -- Les Canadiens-français : origine des familles
émigrées de France, d'Espagne, de Suisse, etc. pour venir se fixer au Canada, depuis la
fondation de Québec jusqu'à ces derniers temps et signification de leurs noms. --  Québec :
Librairie Garneau, Laflamme & Proulx ; Montréal : Librairie Granger, 1914. -- xxxiii, 611
p.

  Provides origins of approximately 9,000 French-Canadian family names. Names were
collected from Tanguay's Dictionnaire généalogique, in addition to names of other French
immigrants to Canada during the period after 1730. Alphabetically arranged. Entries include
place of origin and meaning. Essay on the origins of family names. List of the provinces of
France. Additions and corrections. Reprinted: Baltimore : Genealogical Publishing, 1969.

53 PG303 U5 no. 22 Ref.
Klymasz, R. B. [Robert Bogdan]. -- A classified dictionary of Slavic surname changes in
Canada. -- Winnipeg : Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences, 1961. -- 64 p. -- (Onomastica
; no. 22). --  Added title page in Ukrainian.

  A dictionary of Slavic surname changes which were listed in the Manitoba gazette, vol. 66
(1937)-vol. 86 (1957). Two parts: 1, alphabetically arranged by old Slavic surname; 2,
alphabetically arranged by new surname. Entries in part 1 include old name and variations,
new name, reference to Gazette, classification number representing type of surname change,
for example, orthographical, phonological, etc. Entries in part 2 include only the new name
and the old name and any variants.

54 CS88 A33 W44 1992 Ref.
[White, Stephen A.]. -- Patronymes acadiens = Acadian family names. -- Moncton :
Éditions d'Acadie : Société du Monument Lefebvre, c1992. -- 22 p. : map. -- (Odyssée
acadienne = Acadian odyssey). -- 2760002160

  An alphabetically arranged list of names of families who resided in Acadia between 1700
and 1755. Compiled from census returns, parish registers and documents related to the
expulsion. Bilingual essay on the origins of Acadian families, use of nicknames, etc.
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Alberta

55 CS80 A42 fol.
Alberta Genealogical Society. -- Ancestor index. -- Vol. 1 (1977)-    . -- [Edmonton] :
Alberta Genealogical Society, 1977-    . --   vol.

  Annual. An alphabetically arranged list of names which are being researched by members
of the Alberta Genealogical Society. Entries include surname and given names, geographical
locations, time periods and member numbers. A numerically arranged list of members with
addresses follows the surname list. Issues for 1986-1989 are bound with Relatively
speaking, the Society's periodical. Continues: 1975, 1976, Surnames register.

56 Z5313 C3 A5 fol. Ref.
Alberta Genealogical Society. Library. -- Alberta Genealogical Society Library holdings. --
(1989)-    . -- Edmonton : the Society, [1989]-    . --   vol. -- 0848-8762

  1989 ed., May 1991 supplement. A catalogue of the book, pamphlet, periodical and
vertical file holdings of the Library of the Alberta Genealogical Society. Includes material
relating to Albertan, Canadian and foreign research which can be borrowed by members of
the Society. Arranged by type of document and subject. Additions to the Library are listed
in each issue of the Society's periodical, Relatively speaking.

57 FC3217.1 Ref.
Index to the census of Canada 1891. -- Eileen P. Condon, editor. -- Regina : Regina
Branch, Saskatchewan Genealogical Society, 1988-    . --   vol. : maps. -- 0969333803
(Assiniboia West) 0969333846 (Assiniboia East) 1895859026 (Saskatchewan)

  An index of all names appearing in the 1891 federal census returns of the North West
Territories. Microfilms of the returns held by the National Archives of Canada were
indexed. Three volumes published to date under the following titles: 1988, Assiniboia West
: index to the census of Canada 1891; 1990, Assiniboia East : index to the census of
Canada 1891; 1992, District of Saskatchewan : index to the census of Canada 1891.
Volumes covering Alberta and the Unorganized Territories in progress. Alphabetically
arranged by surname. Entries include surname, given names, sex, age, birthplace,
subdivision and page number within returns. Descriptions of census subdivisions.
Bibliography.
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58 FC3700 U5 K37 1984 Ref.
Kaye, Vladimir J. -- Dictionary of Ukrainian Canadian biography of pioneer settlers of
Alberta, 1891-1900. -- Editor and compiler Vladimir J. Kaye ; foreword by W.L. Morton ;
preface by Isidore Goresky. -- [Edmonton] : Ukrainian Pioneers' Association of Alberta,
c1984. -- viii, 360 p. : map.

  Biographies of 660 Ukrainians who settled in Alberta during the period 1891 to 1900.
Information compiled from sources such as naturalization records, homestead grant
registers, baptismal, marriage and death records and newspapers. Arranged by
geographical region. Name index. Bibliography. Addendum.

59 CS88 A43 L44 1992 Ref.
Lemieux, Victoria. -- Tracing your ancestors in Alberta : a guide to sources of
genealogical interest in Alberta's archives and research centres. -- By Victoria Lemieux
and David Leonard. --  Edmonton : Lemieux/Leonard Research Associates, c1992. -- viii,
182 p. : ill. -- 096959190X

  A guide to archival sources of use for genealogical research in Alberta. Arranged by type
of record, repository and record collection. Includes vital statistics, church, cemetery,
funeral, census, education, health, land, immigration, naturalization, employment,
association, union, business, legal and election records. Excludes collections containing only
post-1975 material. Collection entries contain: title, date of creation, extent,
biographical/historical sketch, scope and content note, finding aids, restrictions on access,
reference number, language if other than English, additional notes. Bibliography. Subject
index. Appendix: directory of archives.

60 HA741.5 1881 Index 1984 fol. Ref.
Main, Lorne W. [Lorne William]. -- Index to 1881 Canadian census of North West
Territories & Algoma, Ontario. -- [Vancouver] : Lorne William Main, c1984. -- v, 105, [3]
p. : maps. -- 0969109334

  An index to the 1881 Canadian census of the North West Territories and Algoma, Ontario.
Attempts to include all surnames listed in the census, regardless of origin. Arranged by
enumeration area and subdivision and then alphabetically by surname. Entries include
surname, first name of the first person listed with a particular surname, number of persons
with same surname in a household, enumeration area page number, enumeration area
household number. Maps of North West Territories, Algoma census area and Manitoulin
Island.
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61 FC3670 C4 M38 fol. Ref.
Master data microfiche index [microform]. -- By Alberta Genealogical Society and Alberta
Family Histories Society. --  Edmonton : Alberta Genealogical Society, 1992. -- 25
microfiches. -- 920371601 (fiche) 920371288 (paper Intro.)

  An index of 133,000 names recorded in Alberta cemeteries or indexed from local histories,
birth, marriage and death records, newspapers, etc. Alphabetically arranged by surname.
Entries include: name of person, date of event, type of source, source reference number,
name of Society to contact for further information. Introduction provides lists of sources
indexed, arranged by reference number and alphabetically by location or area covered.
Introduction also published separately in print format: Key to source of the Master data
microfiche index (Edmonton : Alberta Genealogical Society, [1992?]). 1994 microfiche
edition in preparation. Replaces: Master data bank index, vol. 1 (1987)-vol. 4 (1990).

62
The western Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --  Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, c1994. -- 3 vol. --  0919941311 (set)

  Over 300,000 name entries for persons who resided in Alberta, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia, Northwest Territories, or the Yukon Territory before 1900, compiled from
sources such as census returns, directories and local histories. Alphabetically arranged.
Entries may include name, occupation, year, which could be of birth, marriage, death, burial
or a year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of
sources. List of villages, towns, townships, etc. with names changes.

British Columbia

63 CS2389 S87 1992 fol.
British Columbia Genealogical Society. -- Surname book. --  Richmond (B.C.) : the Society,
1973-    . --   vol.

  Irregular. An alphabetically arranged list of surnames which are being researched by
members of the Society. Entries include surname, geographical location, time period and
member number. A numerically arranged list of members with addresses follows the
surname list. Title varies: 1973, Surname index; 1977, 1981, An index of surnames being
researched by members of the British Columbia Genealogical Society; 1983, Index of
surnames. Supplement; 1985, Surname book; 1988, An index of surnames. Supplement;
1992, Surname book.
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64 HA741.5 1880 Index 1981  Ref.
Main, Lorne W. [Lorne William]. -- Index to 1881 Canadian census of British Columbia.
Part I. -- [Vancouver] : Lorne William Main, c1981. -- [4], 93, [2] p. : maps. --
096910930X

  An index of the 1881 Canadian census of British Columbia. Includes only persons whose
names follow the European format of surname and first names. Arranged by enumeration
area and subdivision and then alphabetically by surname. Entries include household number,
surname, first name of the first person listed for a particular surname, number of persons
with same surname in census. Maps of enumeration areas and subdivisions.

65 FC3805 P55 1991 fol.  Ref.
Pioneer register : pioneers of British Columbia pre 1900. --  Editor, Iline Gronlund. -- 1st
ed. -- Richmond (B.C.) : British Columbia Genealogical Society, 1991. -- 32 leaves. --
1895031044

  An index of persons residing in British Columbia prior to 1900, whose names have been
submitted by members of the British Columbia Genealogical Society. Alphabetically
arranged by surname. Entries include: name of individual, year and location in British
Columbia, reference number of submitter. Information on persons listed in the index, such
as family group sheets, can be obtained for a fee from the Society or consulted at the
Society library.

66 FC3805 P67 1994 fol.  Ref.
Porter, Brian J. [Brian John]. -- British Columbia vital statistics from newspapers, 1858-
1872 : including, in an appendix, vital statistics from diaries, 1852-1857. -- [Richmond,
B.C.] : British Columbia Genealogical Society, 1994. -- 1 vol. (various pagings) : 1 map. --
0895031176

  Extracts of birth, marriage and death entries from 21 British Columbia newspapers,
published during the period 1858-1872. Four parts: events occurring within British
Columbia, arranged by surname; events occurring outside British Columbia, arranged by
surname; associated persons mentioned in birth, marriage and death entries, arranged by
surname; associated persons arranged by control number. List of newspapers examined;
religious officials in British Columbia, 1854-1872; churches in British Columbia to 1872;
map of British Columbia and Washington Territory, ca 1861. Appendices: births, marriages
and deaths from journals and diaries, 1852-1857; text of an article on the printing press of
Bishop Modeste Demers; other newspaper extracts; brief chronology of British Columbia
history to 1871.

67
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The western Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --  Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, c1994. -- 3 vol. --  0919941311 (set)

  Over 300,000 name entries for persons who resided in Alberta, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia, Northwest Territories, or the Yukon Territory before 1900, compiled from
sources such as census returns, directories and local histories. Alphabetically arranged.
Entries may include name, occupation, year, which could be of birth, marriage, death, burial
or a year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of
sources. List of villages, towns, townships, etc. with names changes.

Manitoba

68 CS88 M34 C37 1990 fol.  Ref.
Carved in stone : Manitoba cemeteries and burial sites. --  Edited by Kathleen Rooke
Stokes. -- Winnipeg : Manitoba Genealogical Society, 1990. -- xii, 93 p. : ill., maps. --
0921622112

  Lists cemeteries and burial sites in Manitoba. Concentrates on cemeteries located in the
organized districts of the province. Section 1, list of cemeteries and burial sites,
alphabetically arranged according to the city, rural municipality or local government district
in which they are located. Section 2, cemeteries on Indian reserves. Essay on Native burial
practices. Section 3, alphabetical list of cemeteries and burial sites with references to cities,
rural municipalities and local government districts in which they are located. Cemeteries in
which stones have been transcribed by the Manitoba Genealogical Society are marked with
an asterisk. The Society has also published price lists of cemetery transcriptions: Cemetery
transcription listing, 1987, 1990, 1992.

69 CS88 A1 C44 1994 fol.  Ref.
The central Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Toronto : Genealogical Research Library, c1994. --
3 vol. (3128 p.). -- 0919941176 (set)

  500,000 name entries for persons who resided in Ontario or Manitoba before 1900,
compiled from sources such as census returns, historical atlases, county directories, local
histories and biographies. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name, occupation,
year, which could be of birth, baptism, christening, marriage, death, burial or a year in
which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of sources. Volume 3
includes a list of villages, towns, townships, etc. with names changes.

70 CS88 M34 I54 1986 fol.  Ref.
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An index of birth, marriage and death notices from Manitoba newspapers. -- Special
Projects Book Committee: Kathleen Rooke Stokes, Committee chair, editor & researcher,
[et al.]. --  [Winnipeg] : Manitoba Genealogical Society, c1986-    . --   vol. : ill., maps. --
096922110 (vol. 1) 921622171 (vol. 2)

  An index of birth, marriage and death notices from English and French-language
newspapers of Manitoba. Two volumes published to date: vol. 1, 1859-1881 (does not
include births); vol. 2, 1882-1884. Arranged in sections for births, marriages and deaths,
each of which is alphabetically arranged by name. The names of both bride and groom are
indexed for marriage notices.

71 FC3217.1 Ref.
Index to the census of Canada 1891. -- Eileen P. Condon, editor. -- Regina : Regina
Branch, Saskatchewan Genealogical Society, 1988-    . --   vol. : maps. -- 0969333803
(Assiniboia West) 0969333846 (Assiniboia East) 1895859026 (Saskatchewan)

  An index of all names appearing in the 1891 federal census returns of the North West
Territories. Microfilms of the returns held by the National Archives of Canada were
indexed. Three volumes published to date under the following titles: 1988, Assiniboia West
: index to the census of Canada 1891; 1990, Assiniboia East : index to the census of
Canada 1891; 1992, District of Saskatchewan : index to the census of Canada 1891.
Volumes covering Alberta and the Unorganized Territories in progress. Alphabetically
arranged by surname. Entries include surname, given names, sex, age, birthplace,
subdivision and page number within returns. Descriptions of census subdivisions.
Bibliography.

72 FC3373.1 A1 J65 fol. Ref.
Jonasson, Eric. -- Surname index to the 1870 census of Manitoba and Red River. --
Winnipeg : Wheatfield Press, 1981. -- 27 p. : ill. -- 0920374042

  A surname index to the 1870 census of Manitoba and Red River. Alphabetically arranged
with cross references to variant spellings. References to folio numbers in microfilm copy of
the census held by the National Archives of Canada.

73 FC3400 U4 K39 Ref.
Kaye, Vladimir J. -- Dictionary of Ukrainian Canadian biography, pioneer settlers of
Manitoba, 1891-1900. -- Toronto : Ukrainian Canadian Research Foundation, 1975. -- xxv,
249 p. : maps.
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  Biographies of 941 Ukrainians who settled in Manitoba during the period 1891 to 1900.
Information compiled from sources such as naturalization records, homestead grant
registers, baptismal, marriage and death records and newspapers. Arranged by
geographical region. Name index. Bibliography.

74 HA741.5 1881 Index 1984b  Ref.
Main, Lorne W. [Lorne William]. -- Index to 1881 Canadian census of Manitoba with
extensions & East Rupert's Land. -- Vancouver : Lorne William Maine, c1984. -- [v], 238,
[3] p. : maps. --  0969109326

  An index to the 1881 Canadian census of Manitoba, the Manitoba extensions and East
Rupert's Land. Attempts to include all surnames listed in the census regardless of origin.
Arranged by enumeration area and subdivision and then alphabetically by surname. Entries
include surname, first name of first person listed with a particular surname, number of
persons with the same surname in a household, enumeration area page number, enumeration
area household number. Maps of North West Territories, Manitoba and extensions, East
Rupert's Land (Ontario portion).

75 HA741.5 1881 Index 1984 fol. Ref.
Main, Lorne W. [Lorne William]. -- Index to 1881 Canadian census of North West
Territories & Algoma, Ontario. -- [Vancouver] : Lorne William Main, c1984. -- v, 105, [3]
p. : maps. -- 0969109334

  An index to the 1881 Canadian census of the North West Territories and Algoma, Ontario.
Attempts to include all surnames listed in the census, regardless of origin. Arranged by
enumeration area and subdivision and then alphabetically by surname. Entries include
surname, first name of the first person listed with a particular surname, number of persons
with same surname in a household, enumeration area page number, enumeration area
household number. Maps of North West Territories, Algoma census area and Manitoulin
Island.

76 CS80 M35 fol.
Manitoba Genealogical Society. -- Surname index. -- (1976/77)-    . -- Winnipeg : the
Society, [1977]-    . --   vol. -- 0847-9305 -- Cover title.

  Biennial. An alphabetically arranged list of surnames which are being researched by
members of the Manitoba Genealogical Society. Entries include surname, time period, place
and member number. A numerically arranged list of members, with addresses, follows the
surname list. Title varies: 1976/77, 1979?, Membership and surname directory; 1981, 1983,
Membership list & surname index; 1985, 1987, Surname directory and membership list.
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77 Z5313 C3 M36 fol. Ref.
Manitoba Genealogical Society. Library. -- Library holdings of the Manitoba Genealogical
Society. -- (1982)-    . -- Winnipeg : the Society, [1982]-    . --   vol. -- 0843-0187

  Biennial. A catalogue of the library holdings of the Manitoba Genealogical Society.
Includes sources relating to Manitoban, Canadian and foreign genealogy, which can be
borrowed by members of the Society. Catalogued books, cassettes and microforms are
arranged by subject. Separate lists of periodical holdings, Manitoba cemetery, baptism and
marriage record transcriptions. Information on research policy and Resource Centre
services.

78 CS80 M362 fol. Ref.
Manitoba Genealogical Society. Library. -- Supplement to library holdings of the Manitoba
Genealogical Society. -- (1985)-    . --Winnipeg : the Society, [1986]-    . --   vol. -- Cover
title. -- Biennial.

New Brunswick

79 FC2455 A77 1985 fol.  Ref.
Arrivals : our first families in New Brunswick. -- By the members of the Saint John Branch,
New Brunswick Genealogical Society ; edited by Janice Brown Dexter, Sandra Keirstead
Thorne. -- Saint John : Saint John Branch, New Brunswick Genealogical Society, [1985]. --
164 leaves. -- Cover title.

  256 family group sheets for first ancestors to New Brunswick of 41 members of the Saint
John Branch of the New Brunswick Genealogical Society. Alphabetically arranged by name
of family. Entries include arrival date, name, dates and location of first ancestor, names and
dates of spouse and children, reference number for the member who submitted the group
sheet. Directory of contributing members. Index of names.

80 CS88 A84 A84 1994 fol.  Ref.
The atlantic Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, 1994. -- 3 vol. (3608 p.). -- 0919941346 (set)

  Over 500,000 name entries for persons who resided in the Atlantic Provinces during the
period 1600-1900, compiled from sources such as census returns, marriage records,
directories and family histories. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name,
occupation, year, which could be of birth, baptism, christening, marriage, death, burial or a
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year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of sources.
List of place names.

81 FC2471.9 C65 D56 1989  Ref.
Dionne, Raoul. -- La colonisation acadienne au Nouveau-Brunswick, 1760-1860 : données
sur les concessions de terres. -- Moncton : Chaire d'études acadiennes, Université de
Moncton, [1989]. -- 413 p. : ill. -- (Balises ; 1). -- 2921166003

  Data on Acadian land holdings in New Brunswick for the period from 1760 through 1860.
Compiled from land records held by the Ministry of Natural Resources, county records and
concession maps. Arranged by county. Entries include concession number, volume and folio
numbers in land records, concession map numbers, name of land holder and location of lot
as they appeared in original document, date of registration, size of lot, corrected form of
name and actual location of lot. Statistical tables on Acadian population of New Brunswick,
number of Acadian land owners, size of concessions, etc. Bibliography. Index of names
arranged by county.

82 FC2471.3 D82 1983 Ref.
Dubeau, Sharon. -- New Brunswick Loyalists : a bicentennial tribute. -- Agincourt (Ont.) :
Generation Press, 1983. -- [8], 173 p. : maps. -- 0920830188

  Brief biographies of Loyalists who settled in New Brunswick, compiled from land records,
marriage registers, census returns, probate records, cemetery listings and various published
sources. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Bibliography. Index of names mentioned in
biographies.

83 CS82 F44 fol. Ref.
Fellows, Robert F. -- Researching your ancestors in New Brunswick, Canada. --
Fredericton : Robert F. Fellows, c1979. --  303 p. : maps. -- 0969083025

  A guide for conducting genealogical research in New Brunswick. Provides a brief history
of the province and tips for the beginner on evaluating and organizing data, using and
corresponding with archives and libraries and publishing a family history. Describes the
genealogical holdings of a number of institutions such as the Provincial Archives of New
Brunswick, the New Brunswick Museum and the Centre d`études acadiennes as well as
other libraries, historical societies and museums. Several chapters are devoted to New
Brunswick church, court, census and land records, newspapers, periodicals and
photographs. Acadians, Loyalists and sources outside New Brunswick are also discussed.
Appendices: books in the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, Genealogical Library;
church records at the Provincial Archives and the Maritime Baptist Historical Collection;
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epitaph transcriptions at the Provincial Archives and the New Brunswick Museum; New
Brunswick counties and parishes; genealogical terms. Index of surnames, place names,
institutions, etc.

84 CS88 A84 G45 1989 Ref.
Genealogist's handbook for Atlantic Canada research. -- Edited by Terrence M. Punch. --
Boston : New England Historic Genealogical Society, 1989. -- viii, 142 p. : maps. --
0880820225

  A guide to genealogical sources for the Atlantic Provinces. Arranged by province and
record type. Also includes a chapter on regional resources and the Acadians. Covers vital
statistics, census, land, probate, church, cemetery and immigration records, newspapers and
periodicals. Lists libraries, museums, genealogical and historical societies in each province.
Bibliography for each chapter. Index of subjects and institutions.

85 CS88 N475 H35 1989 Ref.
Hale, R. Wallace. -- Early New Brunswick probate records, 1785-1835. -- Bowie (Md.) :
Heritage Books, 1989. -- viii, 558 p. -- 1556132409

  Abstracts of approximately 2,000 New Brunswick estate files from the period 1785-1835,
held by the New Brunswick Provincial Archives. Data of genealogical and historical interest
was abstracted. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Name index.

86 FC2471.1 A1 N48 Ref.
Johnson, Daniel F. [Daniel Fred]. -- Vital statistics from New Brunswick newspapers. --
Saint John : D.F. Johnson, 1982-    . --   vol.

  Births, deaths and marriages extracted from New Brunswick newspapers. 53 volumes
published to date covering 1784-1880. Arranged by newspaper and chronologically. Name
index in each volume. Indexes of places and ships in vol. 1-11. Index of regiments in vol. 1-
5. Title varies: vol. 1-5, New Brunswick vital statistics from newspapers. Imprint varies.

87 FC2471.3 L69 1985 Ref.
Loyalists all. -- Compiled and edited by Gail Bonsall Pipes with a foreward by Colonel the
Honorable George F.G. Stanley. -- Saint John : New Brunswick Branch, United Empire
Loyalist Association of Canada, 1985. -- ix, 192 p. -- 0969199708 -- Cover title: Loyalists
all : stories told about New Brunswick Loyalists by their descendants.
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  Biographies of New Brunswick Loyalists, contributed by members of the New Brunswick
Branch of the United Empire Loyalist Association of Canada. Each biography is
accompanied by a brief bibliography and a family tree. Alphabetically arranged by name.

88 FC2495 Ref.
The New Brunswick census of 1851. -- Fredericton : Provincial Archives of New
Brunswick, 1972-1983. --   vol. : maps. --  0888380399 (Albert) 0888380410 (Carleton)
0888385064 (Restigouche) 0888383991 (Saint John, vol. 1) 0888384017 (Saint John, vol.
2) 0888380917 (Westmorland, vol. 1) 0888383703 (Westmorland, vol. 2) 1550484699
(Northumberland) -- Some volumes have title on added t.p.: Recensement du Nouveau-
Brunswick de 1851.

  A transcription of the 1851 census records for selected counties of New Brunswick.
Volumes for Albert, Carleton, Charlotte, Kings, Northumberland, Restigouche, Sunbury,
Westmorland and York counties are arranged by parish. Volumes for Saint John and
Victoria counties are arranged alphabetically by family name. Includes all family members,
servants, lodgers, transients and visitors. Name, age, position in household, nationality, date
of arrival in New Brunswick or date of birth and occupation are transcribed. Page
references to the original records.
  Volume for Victoria County has imprint: Perth-Andover (N.B.) : D.F. Johnson, c1979.
Volume for Sunbury County has title and imprint: 1851 census, Sunbury County, New
Brunswick ([Toronto?] : George H. Hayward, c1974). Volumes for Kings County have
title: 1851 census for Kings County, New Brunswick. Also published: Recensement 1851,
comté de Northumberland, Nouveau-Brunswick = 1851 census, Northumberland County,
New Brunswick ([Fredericton : Government of] New Brunswick, 1991). Transcriptions of
1851 census records for Gloucester, Kent, Madawaska and Queens counties have not been
published.
  Reproduced in microform format: Northumberland, Microlog, no. 91-06882; Restigouche,
Microlog, no. 83-02603; Saint John, Microlog, no. 83-04288.
  The Genealogical Society of New Brunswick and the Provincial Archives of New
Brunswick have also compiled and published transcriptions of 1861, 1871 and 1891 census
returns for certain New Brunswick counties.

89 CS81 N47 1991 fol.
New Brunswick Genealogical Society. -- Membership and search list. -- [Fredericton] : the
Society, 1991. -- 135 p. -- Cover title.

  A directory of members of the New Brunswick Genealogical Society and of the surnames
which they are researching. Arranged in two parts: directory of members, numerically
arranged by member number; alphabetically arranged list of member names and surnames
being researched. Member addresses and dates of active membership provided. Incorporates
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information from: Index of surnames being researched by members of the New Brunswick
Genealogical Society, 1982, 1984.

90 CS89 N48 1988 Ref.
New Brunswick lineages : the ancestral charts of over 250 researchers who trace their
lineage to New Brunswick, Canada. --  [Compiled] by Daniel F. Johnson. -- [Saint John :
Daniel F. Johnson], c1988. -- vi, 297 p.

  Lineage charts submitted by genealogical researchers in the United States and Canada who
trace their ancestry to New Brunswick. Alphabetically arranged by name of contributor.
Contributors' addresses provided. Information in charts not verified by compiler. Surname
index.

91 FC2455 P38 1987 Ref.
Passengers to New Brunswick : the custom house records, 1833, 34, 37 & 38. -- [Edited
by] Ken Kanner, Daniel F. Johnson. -- Saint John : Saint John Branch, New Brunswick
Genealogical Society, c1987. -- [4], iii, [4], 483 p. -- Cover title.

  Transcriptions of passenger lists for ships arriving at New Brunswick ports during the
1830s, a period of heavy Irish immigration to New Brunswick. Alphabetically arranged by
name of ship. Entries for passengers generally include name, age, occupation and place of
origin. Index of names.

92 FC2500 I6 T65 1991 Ref.
Toner, Peter. -- An index to Irish immigrants in the New Brunswick census of 1851. --
[Fredericton : Provincial Archives of New Brunswick], c1991. -- xviii, 378 p. --
155048465X

  An index to Irish immigrants and their offspring who appeared in the 1851 census of New
Brunswick. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Entries include name, date of entry, age,
religion, location in New Brunswick, Irish county of origin. Reproduced in microform
format: Microlog, no. 91-06881.

93 CS88 N475 W66 1986 Ref.
Wood-Holt, B. -- Early marriage records of New Brunswick : Saint John City and County
from the British conquest to 1839. -- Saint John : Holland House, c1986. --

  A compilation of data on Saint John City and County marriages from early New
Brunswick parish and government registers and newspapers. Arranged by denomination,
type of record and chronologically. Bibliography. Name index.
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94 F5276 W7
Wright, Esther Clark. -- The Loyalists of New Brunswick. -- 1st ed. -- Fredericton : [s.n.],
c1955. -- 365 p. : ill.

  A history of the Loyalists who came to New Brunswick to which is appended a list of
several thousand Loyalists' names. Includes heads of families and single men eighteen years
of age and older, their former homes, military service, first land grants, subsequent land
grants and/or place of residence. Bibliography. Index to the history. Reprinted: Windsor
(N.S.) : Printed by Lancelot, 1977; Wolfville (N.S.) : E.C. Wright, 1981; Wolfville (N.S.) :
E.C. Wright, 1985.

Newfoundland

95 CS88 A84 A84 1994 fol.  Ref.
The atlantic Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, 1994. -- 3 vol. (3608 p.). -- 0919941346 (set)

  Over 500,000 name entries for persons who resided in the Atlantic Provinces during the
period 1600-1900, compiled from sources such as census returns, marriage records,
directories and family histories. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name,
occupation, year, which could be of birth, baptism, christening, marriage, death, burial or a
year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of sources.
List of place names.

96 CS88 N48 C76 1986 fol.  Ref.
Crosbie, Gert. -- Births, deaths, marriages in Newfoundland newspapers. -- St. John's :
Memorial University of Newfoundland, Maritime History Archive, 1986-    . --   vol.

  Birth, marriage and death notices extracted from a number of Newfoundland newspapers
published during the nineteenth century. Volumes published to date: vol. 1, 1825-1850; vol.
2, 1851-1859; vol. 3, 1860-1865; vol. 4, 1866-1870; vol. 5, 1871-1874; vol. 6, 1875-1877;
vol. 7, 1878-1880; vol. 8, 1881-1882; vol. 9, 1883-1884; vol. 10, 1885-1886; vol. 11,
1887-1888. Each volume is alphabetically arranged by name.
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97 CS88 A84 G45 1989 Ref.
Genealogist's handbook for Atlantic Canada research. -- Edited by Terrence M. Punch. --
Boston : New England Historic Genealogical Society, 1989. -- viii, 142 p. : maps. --
0880820225

  A guide to genealogical sources for the Atlantic Provinces. Arranged by province and
record type. Also includes a chapter on regional resources and the Acadians. Covers vital
statistics, census, land, probate, church, cemetery and immigration records, newspapers and
periodicals. Lists libraries, museums, genealogical and historical societies in each province.
Bibliography for each chapter. Index of subjects and institutions.

98 CS88 N48 H68 1980 fol.  Ref.
Howard, Mildred. -- Vital statistics and items from newspapers of Newfoundland from
1834 to 1854. -- [St. John's : M. Howard], c1980. -- 90 p.

  Birth, marriage and death notices extracted from Newfoundland newspapers, 1834-1854.
Also includes land petitions, articles on accidental deaths, executions and shipwrecks,
notices of public meetings and other items of genealogical interest. The following
newspapers are covered: Public ledger; Newfoundland general advertiser; The
Newfoundlander.  Arranged by newspaper, chronologically and by type of notice.

99 CS88 N48 H68 1983 fol.  Ref.
Howard, Mildred. -- Vital statistics and items from newspapers of Newfoundland, 1831-
1872. -- [St. John's : M. Howard], c1983. --  183 p.

  Birth, marriage and death notices extracted from Newfoundland newspapers, 1831-1872.
Also includes land petitions, articles on accidental deaths, executions and shipwrecks,
notices of public meetings and other items of genealogical interest. The following
newspapers are covered for various time periods: Times; Royal gazette; Harbor Grace
standard & Conception Bay advertiser; Weekly herald & Conception Bay advertiser;
Harbor Grace weekly and Conception Bay advertiser; The Newfoundlander.  Arranged by
newspaper, chronologically and by type of notice. Indexes of surnames and ships.
  Mildred Howard has also published the following: Vital statistics and items from The
Newfoundlander of St. John's Newfoundland from 1854 to 1870; Royal gazette and
Newfoundland advertiser, 1810-1845 : vital statistics and items; Royal gazette and
Newfoundland advertiser, 1846-1862 : vital statistics and items.

100 Z1374 M28 fol. Ref.
Matthews, K. [Keith]. -- A "who was who" of families engaged in the fishery and
settlement of Newfoundland, 1660-1840. -- [St. John's] : Memorial University of
Newfoundland, 1971. -- 55, 465 leaves. -- Cover title.
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  Lists surnames of individuals involved in the Newfoundland fishery and other trades during
the period 1660 to 1840. Alphabetically arranged. Provides information on places in Great
Britain with which individuals were associated and occupations. More information can be
obtained from the research files of Dr. Matthews which are held in the Maritime History
Archives, Memorial University. Another name index to these files was published more
recently but with less information: An index to the name files (a collection of files
containing information on families connected with the trade and fisheries of
Newfoundland, 1650-1830) (St. John's : Memorial University of Newfoundland, Maritime
History Group, 1981).

101 CS2389 N48 fol.
Newfoundland and Labrador Genealogical Society. -- Annual research index. -- (1984/85)-
. -- St. John's : the Society, c1986-    . --   vol. -- 0841-8217

  Annual. An alphabetically arranged list of surnames that are being researched by members
of the Newfoundland and Labrador Genealogical Society. Entries include surname, time
period, religion, town, area and member number. A numerically arranged list of members
with addresses follows the surname list.

102 CS2389 S42 fol. Ref.
Seary, E. R. [Edgar Ronald]. -- Family names of the island of Newfoundland. -- By E.R.
Seary ; with the assistance of Sheila M.P. Lynch. -- St. John's : Memorial University of
Newfoundland, 1977, 1978 printing. -- lxxvii, 541 p. -- 0889010021

  An alphabetically arranged dictionary of family names of the island of Newfoundland.
Names studied were taken from the Official list of electors 1955. Attempts to provide the
geographic and linguistic origins of each name, its meaning, family and local traditions
about the name, early instances, modern status and common location, place names
associated with it. Sources and authorities for information on names are cited in entries.
Essay on the origins of surnames. Bibliography. Appendices: ranked list of surnames of
Newfoundland with 50 or more entries in the Official list of electors 1955; comparative
order of principal surnames of Newfoundland, England, Wales, Ireland and Scotland;
surnames recorded before 1700. Addenda and corrigenda.

103 CS80 N498 1990 fol. Ref.
Sherman, Scott Beverly. -- The Newfoundland ancestor surname index : volumes 1-5,
1984-1989. -- St. John's : Newfoundland and Labrador Genealogical Society, 1990. -- 27 p.
-- (Publication ; no. 14). -- 092108613X
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  An alphabetically arranged index of surnames which appeared in The Newfoundland
ancestor, vol. 1, no. 1 (1984)-vol. 5, no. 4 (1989), the Society's quarterly periodical.
Includes surnames of authors, guest speakers, board and committee members and surnames
being researched. Supersedes: Surname index of the Newfoundland & Labrador
Genealogical Society newsletter : volumes 1 & 2, 1984-1986; Newsletter surname index,
vol. 3.

Nova Scotia

104 CS88 A84 A84 1994 fol.  Ref.
The atlantic Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, 1994. -- 3 vol. (3608 p.). -- 0919941346 (set)

  Over 500,000 name entries for persons who resided in the Atlantic Provinces during the
period 1600-1900, compiled from sources such as census returns, marriage records,
directories and family histories. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name,
occupation, year, which could be of birth, baptism, christening, marriage, death, burial or a
year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of sources.
List of place names.

105 FC2322.1 A1 D85 1979 fol. Ref.
Dunlop, Allan C. -- Census of Nova Scotia - 1827 ; Census of District of Pictou - 1818. --
Halifax : Public Archives of Nova Scotia, 1979. -- [2] leaves, 151 p. : map.

  An index to the extant portions of the 1827 heads of families census for Nova Scotia.
Excludes the District of Sydney (Antigonish County). Entries are alphabetically arranged by
surname and include: religion, occupation, town or village, numbers of males and females in
household, numbers of male and female servants, total number of persons, number of births
in family during the year ending October 1, 1827, number of female marriages in family
during the year, number of deaths in family during the year. Also includes an index of the
1817 census for the District of Pictou.

106 CS 89 N69 G3 fol.
Genealogical Association of Nova Scotia. -- Directory of members and surname interests. -
- (1990)-    . -- Halifax : Genealogical Association of Nova Scotia, c1990-    . --   vol. --
1193-1353

  Annual. A directory of members of the Genealogical Association of Nova Scotia and the
surnames which they are researching. Arranged in two alphabetical lists. Surname entries
include a locality and a member number. Member addresses provided. Title varies: 1990,
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Directory of members and surname research interests; 1992, Directory of members,
surname interests and subject index to The Nova Scotia genealogist, vol. I to vol. IX. Prior
to 1990, surnames were listed in issues of The Nova Scotia genealogist. The 1992 directory
also includes a subject index to the periodicals, Genealogical newsletter, no. 1 (Feb. 1972)-
no. 40 (Autumn 1982) and The Nova Scotia genealogist, vol. 1 (1983)-vol. 9 (1991).

107 CS88 A84 G45 1989 Ref.
Genealogist's handbook for Atlantic Canada research. -- Edited by Terrence M. Punch. --
Boston : New England Historic Genealogical Society, 1989. -- viii, 142 p. : maps. --
0880820225

  A guide to genealogical sources for the Atlantic Provinces. Arranged by province and
record type. Also includes a chapter on regional resources and the Acadians. Covers vital
statistics, census, land, probate, church, cemetery and immigration records, newspapers and
periodicals. Lists libraries, museums, genealogical and historical societies in each province.
Bibliography for each chapter. Index of subjects and institutions.

108 COP.NS.2.1991-9
Gilroy, Marion. -- Loyalists and land settlement in Nova Scotia. -- A list compiled by
Marion Gilroy under the direction of D. C. Harvey. -- Halifax : Public Archives of Nova
Scotia, 1937. -- 154 p. -- (Publication ; 4).

  A list of United Empire Loyalists of Nova Scotia, compiled from land records in the Public
Archives of Nova Scotia and supplemented with land records from the Nova Scotia Dept.
of Lands and Forests.  Records examined include petitions, surveyors' warrants,
descriptions and certificates and draft grants. Names are arranged by county and then under
the following headings: grants, warrants and escheats. Entries include name, date of grant
or warrant, location, number of acres, origin or rank of Loyalist, and date escheated when
applicable. Appendices: texts of a petition and a counter-petition of certain Loyalists;
petition from certain members of the 2nd Batallion, 84th Regiment.   Reprinted: [Halifax] :
Public Archives of Nova Scotia, 1980. Includes a name index compiled by Wm. G. Dodge-
Murphy and Jessie M. (Rumley) Murphy.

109 Z5313 C3 N69 1984 fol.  Ref.
Marble, Allan E. [Allan Everett]. -- A catalogue of published genealogies of Nova Scotia
families. -- 2nd ed. -- Halifax : Genealogical Association of the Royal Nova Scotia
Historical Society, 1984. -- 77 p. -- (Publication ; no. 2).

  1st ed., 1979. A bibliography of 606 published genealogies of Nova Scotia families.
Includes books, periodical articles and manuscripts which have been made available to the
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public. Alphabetically arranged by author or title. Index of 2,045 surnames included in
works listed in the bibliography.

110 CS88 N69 M37 1990 fol. Ref.
Marble, Allan Everett. -- Deaths, burials and probate of Nova Scotians, 1749-1799, from
primary sources. -- Halifax : Genealogical Association of Nova Scotia, 1990. -- 2 vol. (xiv,
209; xiv, 209 p.). -- (Publication ; no. 15).

  Data on persons who died, were buried or had estates probated in Nova Scotia during the
period 1749-1799. Compiled from sources such as court, church and community records,
family and individual papers, township books, newspapers, published diaries, journals and
gravestone inscriptions. Two volumes, A-K, L-Z, are arranged in two parts: part 1,
alphabetically arranged list of names; part 2, additional or conflicting information on
persons included in part 1. Entries in part 1 include date of death, burial, inquest or probate,
place of death, burial or residence before death, age at time of death, next of kin, reference
to source and additional information such as cause of death, occupation, etc. List of sources
consulted.

111 CS88 N69 M67 1987 Ref.
Morris, Julie. -- Tracing your ancestors in Nova Scotia. -- 3rd ed. -- Halifax : Public
Archives of Nova Scotia, c1987. -- 11 p.

  1st ed., 1976. 2nd ed., 1981. A guide to the collections and services of the Public Archives
of Nova Scotia of interest to genealogists. Discusses preparation for and problems of
genealogical research, sources available at the Archives such as church, census, township,
land and probate court records, immigration and passenger lists, newspapers and other
printed sources. Also provides addresses for other institutions.

112 FC2305 H643 1984 fol.  Ref.
Nova Scotia vital statistics from newspapers. -- Halifax : Genealogical Association of Nova
Scotia, 1978-    . --   vol. --  (Publication). -- Cover title.

  A series of publications which extract information on births, marriages and deaths from
early Halifax newspapers held by the Public Archives of Nova Scotia. Volumes cover:
1769-1812, 1813-1822, 1823-1828, 1829-1834, 1835-1839, 1840-1843, 1844-1847, 1848-
1851, 1852-1854. Chronological arrangement. Indexes of surnames and ships in each
volume. Volumes for 1835-1839 and 1840-1843 have following title on t.p.: Vital statistics
from Halifax newspapers; volumes for 1848-1851, 1852-1854 have following title on t.p.:
Nova Scotia vital statistics from Halifax newspapers.
  Volumes covering 1769-1834 reproduced on 1 reel of 16 mm. microfilm by the
Association.
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113 CS88 N69 P85 1983 Ref.
Punch, Terrence M. -- Genealogical research in Nova Scotia. --  3rd rev. ed. -- Halifax :
Petheric Press, 1983. -- [6], 136 p. : ill. -- 0919380298

  1st ed., 1978. 2nd ed., 1978. A guide to sources for genealogical research in Nova Scotia.
Includes general information on getting started, organizing and presenting research and
problems such as name changes, handwriting and vocabulary. Examines published sources
such as local histories, genealogies and newspapers. Describes in some detail material
available at the Public Archives of Nova Scotia including individual and family papers,
church, township, district, census, poll tax and marriage records, wills and deeds. Discusses
other repositories with holdings of genealogical interest, for example, court houses,
churches, historical societies and museums. Bibliographies of local histories and
genealogies. Surname and subject indexes.

114 CS88 N69 P86 1985 fol. Ref.
Punch, Terrence M. -- In which county? : Nova Scotia surnames from birth registers, 1864
to 1877. -- Halifax : Genealogical Association of the Royal Nova Scotia Historical Society,
1985. --  104 p. : map. -- (Publication ; no. 9). -- Spine title: Nova Scotia surnames from
birth registers, 1864-1877.

  Statistical tables of surnames appearing in Nova Scotia birth registers for the period 1864
through 1877. Provides an alphabetically arranged list of surnames with number of
occurrences in each county. Also includes statistics on distribution and regional
concentration of surnames and most numerous surnames. List of surnames which appeared
only in the registers of one county, organized by county.

115 Z1392 N72 S64 1984 fol. Ref.
Smith, Leonard H. -- Nova Scotia genealogy and local history : a trial bibliography. -- 2nd
ed. -- Clearwater (Fla.) : Owl Books, c1984. -- 98 p. -- 0932022286

  1st ed., 1983. A bibliography of genealogical and local historical material on Nova Scotia
and Acadia. Includes books, periodical articles, official publications and some archival
resources alphabetically arranged by name of author or title. No index.

116 CS88 N69 S65 Ref.
Smith, Leonard H. -- Nova Scotia immigrants to 1867. -- Compiled by Col. Leonard H.
Smith, Jr. and Norma H. Smith. -- Baltimore (Md.) : Genealogical Publishing, c1992-c1994.
-- 2 vol. (xiv, 546; ix, 295 p.). -- 0806313439 (vol. 1) 0806308451 (vol. 2)

  Data on immigrants to Nova Scotia prior to 1867. Vol. 1: part 1, data extracted from
manuscript sources; part 2, data extracted from published Nova Scotia periodical literature.
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Vol. 2: part 1, data from non-Nova Scotia periodicals; part 2, data from published diaries
and journals. Each part is alphabetically arranged by surname. Entries may include age, date
and place of birth of immigrant, occupation, names and ages of persons accompanying
immigrant, place and date of arrival in Nova Scotia, name of ship, place of departure and
source code. Lists of immigrant vessels. Bibliography of sources consulted for each part.
  Vol. 1, part 1 was originally prepared as an M.A. thesis, Vermont College, Norwich
University, 1985. Published under the title: A dictionary of immigrants to Nova Scotia
(Clearwater (Fla.) : Owl Books, c1985).

117 FC2305 W75 1982 Ref.
Wright, Esther Clark. -- Planters and pioneers. -- Rev. ed. --  [Wolfville, N.S. : E.C.
Wright], 1982. -- 334 p. -- 0889990875 --  Cover title: Planters and pioneers : Nova
Scotia, 1749 to 1775.

  Prev. ed., 1978. Genealogical data on pre-Loyalist settlers of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, 1749-1775. Compiled from land, probate and census records, local and family
histories, etc. Alphabetically arranged by surname of male settler. Entries may include place
and date of settlement, place and date of birth/death, names of parents, date of marriage,
names of spouse and children, etc.

Ontario

118 Z5313 C3 O38 1984 fol.  Ref.
Aitken, Barbara B. -- Some Ontario references and sources for the family historian. -- By
Barbara B. Aitken, Dawn Broughton and Yvonne J. Crouch. -- Rev. and enl. -- Toronto :
Ontario Genealogical Society, c1984. -- 56 p. -- 0920036147

  A guide to sources for genealogical research in Ontario. Discusses census returns, vital
statistics, church, land, court, military, immigration and loyalist records and sources for
regional and biographical information. Describes the services, collections and publications
of public repositories such as archives and libraries. Also provides addresses for
genealogical and historical societies. Bibliography of books and periodical articles.
Chronology. 1st ed., 1973, Some references and sources for searching your ancestors in
Ontario; 2nd ed., 1974, Some references and sources for the family historian in the
province of Ontario; 3rd ed., 1976. Imprint varies.

119 FC3053 A73 1979 Ref.
Archives of Ontario. -- Ontario Archives land record index [microform]. -- [Toronto : the
Archives, 1979]. -- 128 microfiches. -- Header title.
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  An index to Ontario late eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early twentieth-century land records
held by the Archives of Ontario. Two parts: name listing, alphabetically arranged by name
of locatee; township listing, alphabetically arranged by name of township, town or city.
Entries include name of locatee, township, lot, concession, date of issue, transaction type,
type of free grant, type of lease/sale, Archives reference number.
  Douglas A. Robbins has produced print volumes of the parts of the index covering Lincoln
and Welland counties: Ontario Archives land records index for Lincoln County (St.
Catharines : D.A. Robbins, 1993); Ontario land records index for Welland County (St.
Catharines : D.A. Robbins, 1993).

120 CD3645 O65 A73 1992 fol. Ref.
Archives of Ontario. Interloan Service. -- Microfilm interloan catalogue = Catalogue pour
prêt de microfilms entre établissements. -- Editor, Karen Bergsteinsson. -- Toronto :
Archives of Ontario, Interloan Service, 1992. -- [303] leaves.

  A catalogue of records on microfilm available for interlibrary loan from the Archives of
Ontario. Includes birth, marriage, death court, land and municipal records and multicultural
newspapers. Arranged by subject category. Entries include record group title, sub-group
heading, series title and descriptions of the contents of microfilm reels. For newspapers
publication information, ethnic group affiliation and holdings are noted. Index of languages
and community groups for newspapers. Printed from computer disk.

121 FC3071.1 A1 B68 1991 fol. Ref.
Bourrie, Doris B. -- Pioneers of Upper Canada, 1783-1839. --  Thornhill (Ont.) : Doris B.
Bourrie, c1991. -- [85], 60 p. --  0969515618 -- Cover title.

  An index of over 6,200 names found in 159 archival and published documents relating to
Upper Canada. Includes lists of settlers and aliens, persons in various occupations, etc.
Excludes sources concerning land transactions and most records concerning United Empire
Loyalists or the militia unless they include information not found in other reference works.
Source, location, title and description provided for each document. Many are available at
the National Archives of Canada or the Archives of Ontario.

122 F5475 U6 1969 Ref.
Centennial of the settlement of Upper Canada by the United Empire Loyalists, 1784-1884.
-- Toronto : Rose Publishing, 1885. -- 334 p.

  A register of United Empire Loyalists who settled in Upper Canada. Compiled as a result
of an Order-in-Council, 1789. Alphabetically arranged. Entries include name, place of
residence, notes on regiment, family members, etc. Supplementary list. Reproduced in
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microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche series, no. 02561. Reprinted: Boston : Gregg
Press, 1972. Reprinted 1969, 1976, under the title: The old United Empire Loyalists list
(Baltimore : Genealogical Publishing).

123 CS88 A1 C44 1994 fol.  Ref.
The central Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --  Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, c1994. -- 3 vol. (3128 p.). -- 0919941176 (set)

  500,000 name entries for persons who resided in Ontario or Manitoba before 1900,
compiled from sources such as census returns, historical atlases, county directories, local
histories and biographies. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name, occupation,
year, which could be of birth, baptism, christening, marriage, death, burial or a year in
which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of sources. Volume 3
includes a list of villages, towns, townships, etc. with names changes. Expands: People of
Ontario, 1600-1900 : alphabetized directory of the people, places and vital dates (London
(Ont.) : Genealogical Research Library, 1984).

124 CS88 O6 C4 fol. Ref.
Chadwick, Edward Marion. -- Ontarian families : genealogies of United-Empire-Loyalist
and other pioneer families of Upper Canada. -- Toronto : Rolph, Smith, 1894-1898. -- 2
vol. (xii, 203 p., [17] leaves of plates; xiii, 194 p., [9] leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.).

  Genealogies of approximately 110 United-Empire-Loyalist and other Upper-Canadian
families compiled from family records, wills, deeds, histories, etc. Random arrangement.
Includes descriptions and illustrations of family coats of arms. Addenda and corrigenda in
each volume. Indexes of genealogies and names mentioned, in each volume. Index of
historical events referred to in genealogies, in volume one.
  Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche series, no. 07682-07684.
Reprinted: Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1970. 2 vol. in 1, does not include plates
illustrating coats of arms. Reprinted: Belleville (Ont.) : Mika Silk Screening, 1972. 2 vol.
with plates.

125 CS88 O6 C68 fol. Ref.
County marriage registers of Ontario, Canada, 1858-1869. --  Agincourt (Ont.) :
Generation Press, c1979-c1990. -- 26 vol. : maps. -- 0920830005 (set)

  An index to the county marriage registers of Ontario for the period 1858-1869. Each
volume covers a county and is alphabetically arranged by surname. Variant spellings of
surnames are grouped together. Names of both bride and groom are indexed. Entries
include name of bride or groom, place of residence, name of father, name of spouse, year of
marriage and reference to the page in the original register held by the Archives of Ontario.
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126 CD3627 O5 C68 1986 Ref.
Court of probate : registers and estate files at the Archives of Ontario (1793-1859) : an
index for genealogical research. --  Edited by Bill Zuefelt. -- [Toronto] : Ontario
Genealogical Society, 1986. -- iv, 43 p. -- 0920036139

  A name index to Ontario estate files for the period 1793-1859, held by the Archives of
Ontario. Files for testate and intestate estates contain documents such as wills and codicils,
letters of probate and administration, affidavits, inventories of estates, etc. Alphabetically
arranged by surname of deceased. Entries include place of residence, date and additional
information such as profession, marital status, etc. Also lists the volumes of the registers of
grants of probate and administration issued by the Court of Probate.

127 FC3071.1 A1 C75 1993  Ref.
Crowder, Norman K. [Norman Kenneth]. -- Early Ontario settlers : a source book. --
Baltimore (Md.) : Genealogical Publishing, c1993. -- xx, 239 p. : maps. -- 0806313757

  Lists settlers of Ontario in the 1780s. Includes Loyalists, discharged servicemen and
refugees. Compiled from documents such as provisioning lists, muster rolls and returns of
disbanded troops and Loyalists. Arranged chronologically and by document. Bibliography.
Name index.

128 HA747 O5 C76 1992 Ref.
Crowder, Norman Kenneth. -- Indexes to Ontario census records : interim update. --
Nepean (Ont.) : Norman K. Crowder, 1992. -- 53 [i.e. 69] p. -- 0921536011

  1st ed., 1985. Rev. ed., 1987. 1988 supplement. A list of Ontario municipalities for which
there are indexes and transcriptions of census returns, for the period prior to 1842, through
1891. Alphabetically arranged by name of municipality. Entries include municipality,
county/district, and source codes for census indexes in which the municipality has been
included. Supplementary list of municipalities. Explanations of source codes.

129 CS88 06 D54 1984 fol.  Ref.
Dilts, Bryan Lee. -- 1848 and 1850 Canada West (Ontario) census index : an every-name
index. -- Salt Lake City (Utah) : Index Publishing, 1984. -- xxxiii, 121 p. -- 0914311247

  An index of all names appearing in the 1848 and 1850 heads of household census returns
for Canada West, now the province of Ontario. Microfilmed census returns were indexed.
Alphabetically arranged by surname. Entries include surname, given names, census year,
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county, page number and locale, usually township. Locales with references to National
Archives microfilm reel number and number in the Family History Library of the Church of
Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints are listed in the introduction. Census data is described
in the introduction and a bibliography of other census indexes is provided.

130 FC3071.1 A1 F58 1993 Ref.
Fitzgerald, E. Keith. -- Ontario people : 1796-1803. --  Transcribed and annotated by E.
Keith Fitzgerald ; with an introduction and index by Norman K. Crowder. -- [Baltimore,
Md.] : Genealogical Publishing, c1993. -- xi, 250 p. : ill., maps. --  0806313668

  A transcription of the Upper Canada District Loyalist Rolls from the period 1796-1803.
Arranged by district. Entries include name and place of residence or township.
Bibliography. List of place names mentioned in court records. Personal name index.

131  FC426 F73
Fraser, Alexander. -- United Empire Loyalists : enquiry into the losses and services in
consequence of their loyalty : evidence in the Canadian claims. -- Toronto : L.K.
Cameron, 1905. -- 2 vol. (1436 p.). -- (Second report of the Bureau of Archives for the
province of Ontario). -- 0806314044 (reprint set) 0774398930 (microfiche) 0774398914
(Loyalist settlements pa.) 0774398906 (Loyalist settlements bd.) 0744398922 (map &
document portfolio)

  A transcription of the approximately 1,200 Loyalist claims for losses heard before a
Commission appointed by the British Parliament from 1783 to 1789. Arranged by
commissioner and Canadian city where claim was heard. Claims provide genealogical data
such as name of claimant, place of origin, occupation, war service, location and value of lost
property, names of family members, etc. Name index. Reprinted: Baltimore : Genealogical
Publishing Co., 1994.
  Reproduced in microform format: [Toronto] : Archives of Ontario, [1984], 15
microfiches. Companion volumes to microfiche set: Antliff, W. Bruce, Loyalist settlements,
1783-1789 : new evidence of Canadian Loyalist claims (Toronto : Ministry of Citizenship
& Culture, c1985). Transcribes eleven volumes of evidence missing from the Second report.
Index of evidence for all volumes, arranged by name. Name index to eleven volumes
transcribed by Antliff. Loyalist settlements, 1783-1789 : the land, is a portfolio of maps and
documents.
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132 CS88 O6 G52 1988 fol. Ref.
Gibson, June. -- Surrogate Court index of Ontario, Canada, 1859-1900. -- Compiled by
June Gibson ; indexed by Elizabeth Hancocks, C.G. and Shannon Hancocks. -- Agincourt
(Ont.) : Generation Press, c1988-1992. -- 23 vol. -- 0920830501 (set)

  Indexes of wills from the Ontario surrogate court records for the period 1859-1900.
Microfilm copies of the wills are held by the Archives of Ontario. Volumes for each county
are alphabetically arranged by surname. Entries include name, location, will number and
year. A table of will numbers and the corresponding Archives of Ontario microfilm reel
numbers is provided.
  Catherine Shepard has prepared a brief guide to Ontario Surrogate Court records entitled:
Surrogate Court records at the Archives of Ontario : a genealogical research guide
(Toronto : Ontario Genealogical Society, c1984).

133 KEO274 G89 1994 fol. Ref.
A guide to Ontario land registry records. -- Prepared for the Archives of Ontario, the
Ministry of Consumer and  Commercial Relations, and the Ontario Genealogical Society. --
Toronto : Ontario Genealogical Society, 1994. -- iii leaves, 42 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill. -
- 0777901846

  A guide to using records held in Ontario land registry offices. Discusses types of
documents, information needed to undertake research in a land registry office, alternative
sources of information, problems, searching for family names, researching historic buildings,
etc. Also provides a history of Ontario's land registry system and describes methods of land
division. Glossary. Appendices: directories of Ontario land registry offices and repositories
for copy books; fee schedule for registry offices. Bibliography.

134 CS80 H35 fol.
Hancocks, Elizabeth. -- General index to Families, the publication of the Ontario
Genealogical Society : volume 1, 1963-volume 17, 1978. -- Agincourt (Ont.) : Generation
Press, c1980. -- iii, 31 p. -- 0920830048

  A guide to the contents of vol. 1, no. 1 (August 1962)-vol. 17, no. 4 (1978) of the Ontario
Genealogical Society's periodical, Families. Arranged by number.

135 FC3095 Ref.
Index to the 1871 census of Ontario. -- Bruce S. Elliott, general editor. -- Toronto :
Ontario Genealogical Society, 1986-1992. -- 30 vol.
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  An index to the heads of families and stray individuals who were recorded in the 1871
census returns of Ontario. Each volume covers one or several counties and is alphabetically
arranged by surname. Entries include surname, personal name, sex, age, birthplace, religion,
ethnic origin, occupation and a location code which can be used to determine the National
Archives of Canada microfilm reel number for the original census.
  Returns for many Ontario counties, townships, etc. for other census years have been
indexed or transcribed by the members of branches of the Ontario Genealogical Society,
other organizations and individuals. For a list of such sources see: Crowder, Norman,
Indexes to Ontario census records : interim update (Nepean (Ont.) : N. K. Crowder,
1992).

136 CS88 O6 I57 1987 fol. Ref.
Inventory of cemeteries in Ontario : a genealogical research guide. -- Edited by Verna
Ronnow. -- Toronto : Ontario Genealogical Society, 1987. -- viii, 248 p. : maps. --
1550340204

  Previous editions, 1982, Ontario cemetery recordings : list no 1; 1983, Inventory of
recorded cemeteries in Ontario. A list of all known cemeteries in Ontario alphabetically
arranged by county, township and cemetery name. The following information is given for
each cemetery: concession and lot number, the Ontario Genealogical Society (O.G.S.)
branch from which a transcription, if any, can be purchased, availability of transcriptions for
consultation at the Archives of Ontario, the National Archives of Canada or the O.G.S.
Library. Also includes an alphabetically arranged list of over 3,000 Ontario place names
with designation as county, township, city, village, etc. and the name of the county in which
the place is located. List of Ontario counties/districts with name of O.G.S. Branch
responsible for transcription. O.G.S. Branch addresses.

137  HA741.5 1881 Index 1984 fol. Ref.
Main, Lorne W. [Lorne William]. -- Index to 1881 Canadian census of North West
Territories & Algoma, Ontario. -- [Vancouver] : Lorne William Main, c1984. -- v, 105, [3]
p. : maps. -- 0969109334

  An index to the 1881 Canadian census of the North West Territories and Algoma, Ontario.
Attempts to include all surnames listed in the census, regardless of origin. Arranged by
enumeration area and subdivision and then alphabetically by surname. Entries include
surname, first name of the first person listed with a particular surname, number of persons
with same surname in a household, enumeration area page number, enumeration area
household number. Maps of North West Territories, Algoma census area and Manitoulin
Island.
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138 FC3072.1 A1 M35 1992  Ref.
McKenzie, Donald A., Rev. -- Death notices from The Canada Christian advocate, 1858-
1872. -- Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1992. -- viii, 384 p. -- 0912606355

  Death and other genealogical data compiled from obituaries, death notices and news items
published in The Canada Christian advocate during the years 1858 through 1872.
Alphabetically arranged by surname of the deceased. Index of places and additional names.
The Canada Christian advocate began publishing in January 1845 as the newspaper of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in Upper Canada. Donald McKenzie indexed birth, marriage
and death data from the first thirteen years of this newspaper in his publication entitled:
More notices from Methodist papers, 1830-1857.

139 FC401 A1 M32 Ref.
McKenzie, Donald A., Rev. -- Death notices from the Christian guardian, 1836-1850. --
Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1982. -- 375 p. -- 091260610X

  Death and other data compiled from obituaries, death notices and news items published in
Christian guardian during the years 1836 through 1850. The Christian guardian was a
Wesleyan Methodist newspaper published weekly in Toronto. Also includes seventeen
notices from the period 1829-1832 omitted from William Reid's Death notices of Ontario.
Alphabetically arranged by name of deceased. Indexes of additional names and places.
Donald McKenzie has also published volumes covering the Christian guardian for the years
1851-1860 and 1861-1870.

140  FC471 A1 M32 1984 Ref.
McKenzie, Donald A., Rev. -- Death notices from the Christian guardian, 1851-1860. --
Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1984. -- vi, 365 p. -- 0912606258

  Compiles death and other data from obituaries, death notices and news items published in
the Christian guardian, 1851-1860. Alphabetically arranged by surname of the deceased.
Indexes of additional names and places. Donald McKenzie has also published volumes
covering the Christian guardian for the years 1836-1850 and 1861-1870.

141 FC506 A1 M32 1988 Ref.
McKenzie, Donald A., Rev. -- Obituaries from Ontario's Christian guardian, 1861-1870. -
- Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1988. -- ix, 405 p. -- 0912606339

  The third in a series of compilations by Donald McKenzie based on obituaries, death
notices and news items from the Christian guardian. Previous volumes cover 1836-1850
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and 1851-1860. Alphabetically arranged by surname of the deceased. Over 60% of the
entries summarize obituaries. Indexes of places and additional names.

142 FC401 A1 M34 1986 Ref.
McKenzie, Donald A., Rev. -- More notices from Methodist papers, 1830-1857. --
Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1986. --  xii, 424 p. -- 0912606290

  Extracts birth, marriage and death notices from the following Canadian Methodist
newspapers: The Wesleyan, 1840-1843; The Christian messenger, 1844-1847; The
evangelist, 1848, 1851; Canada Christian advocate, 1845-1857; Canadian Wesleyan, Nov.
8, 1832; Religious repository, Dec. 1839. Also includes birth notices from the Christian
guardian, 1830-1857 and a few death notices (early 1830s) from the Christian guardian
omitted by William Reid in his Death notices of Ontario. Three sections for births,
marriages and deaths. Births are alphabetically arranged by the surname of the father,
marriages by the surname of the groom and deaths by the surname of the deceased. Indexes
of places and additional names.

143 CS88 O6 M325 1991 Ref.
McKenzie, Donald A., Rev. -- Upper Canada naturalization records, 1828-1850. --
Toronto : Ontario Genealogical Society, 1991. -- 88 p. -- 155075050X

  A name index to naturalization records of Upper Canada for the period 1828-1850.
Naturalization records may include information such as place of residence, occupation, date
of immigration to Canada and date of birth for immigrants from countries other than those
of Great Britain. Naturalization registers held by the National Archives of Canada were
indexed. Arranged by register volume. A list of counties or districts included and
explanatory notes are provided for each volume. Index entries include name of person
naturalized, file year, county or district, register entry number. Microfilms of the registers
can be consulted at or borrowed from the National Archives.

144 CS88 O6 M47 1988 Ref.
Merriman, Brenda Dougall. -- Genealogy in Ontario : searching the records. -- Rev. --
[Toronto] : Ontario Genealogical Society, c1988. -- xiv, 168 p. : ill., maps. -- 1550343114

  1st ed., 1984. A handbook for genealogical research in Ontario that focusses on records
available at the National Archives of Canada and the Archives of Ontario. An introductory
chapter provides hints for beginners on finding ancestral locations in Ontario, organizing
records and researching in resource centres. Other chapters describe sources such as vital
statistics, land, court, immigration, naturalization, municipal, education, military, and
Loyalist records and census returns. A final chapter discusses long distance research using,
for example, correspondence, interlibrary loan and hired researchers. Appendices:
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directories of resource centres, publishers, booksellers, suppliers of maps, etc.; bibliography
of genealogical sources, local histories, etc. Subject index.

145  CS2389 O6
Ontario Genealogical Society. -- Directory of surnames. --  (1970)-    . -- Toronto : Ontario
Genealogical Society, [1970]-    . --   vol. -- 0823-7891

  1970-1989, annual. 1991-    , biennial. A directory of surnames which are being researched
by members of the Ontario Genealogical Society. Alphabetically arranged entries may
include date and place of birth, names of parents, spouse and children, occupation,
emigration date, places of residence, death date, place of burial, member number.
Appendices: contributors with addresses, arranged by member number; contributors with
addresses, alphabetically arranged by name; index of names of spouses and parents and
surname variations.

146 FC3071.9 D42 R44 Ref.
Reid, William D. -- Death notices of Ontario. -- Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House,
1980. -- 417 p. -- 0912606061

  Death notices extracted from Ontario newspapers published during the period 1810
through 1849. Reid extracted genealogical data the obituary section and news items.
Arranged by newspaper and chronologically. Indexes of names and places compiled by
Thomas B. Wilson and Emily S. Wilson. Some death notices transcribed by Reid and not
included in this volume, have been published in vol. 5 of The Ontario register (Lambertville
(N.J.) : Hunterdon House, 1981).

147 CS88 O6 R4 Ref.
Reid, William D. -- The Loyalists in Ontario : the sons and daughters of the American
Loyalists of Upper Canada. -- William D. Reid. -- Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House,
c1973. -- vii, 418 p.

  Information on Loyalists of Ontario extracted from a variety of sources most of which are
held by the Archives of Ontario. Includes references to land grants from Orders-in-Council,
baptismal and marriage information from church registers, death dates from notices in
newspapers, lot and concession numbers from township papers, etc. Data is organized by
name of family. Addenda. Index of stray names and names in the addenda. Reprinted:
Baltimore (Md.) : Genealogical Publishing, 1994.
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148 FC3071.9 M37 R44 Ref.
Reid, William D. -- Marriage notices of Ontario. -- Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House,
1980. -- 550 p. -- 0912606053

  Marriage notices extracted from Ontario newspapers and periodicals published during the
years 1813 through 1854. Arranged by newspaper or periodical and chronologically.
Indexes of names and places compiled by Thomas B. Wilson. Supplemented by Thomas B.
Wilson's Ontario marriage notices.

149 CS88 O6 R624 1991 fol.  Ref.
Robbins, Douglas A. -- A genealogist's guide to Ontario's counties and townships. -- St.
Catharines (Ont.) : Douglas A. Robbins, 1991. -- 175 p. -- 1895473063

  A directory of genealogical resources in the counties of Ontario. Alphabetically arranged
by name of county or district. Includes addresses and telephone numbers of land registry
offices, historical and genealogical societies, libraries and museums. Map of each county
showing townships, major cities and towns. Index of townships.

150 Z675 G44 T3 1994 Ref.
Taylor, Ryan. -- Important genealogical collections in Ontario libraries and archives : a
directory. -- Toronto : Ontario Genealogical Society, 1994. -- vi, 75 p. -- 0777901854

  A directory of genealogical collections in Ontario libraries and archives. Arranged by
place. Entries include: name of institution, mailing address, location, telephone number,
hours, availability of cafeteria, smoking area, parking and public transport, brochures, pass
requirements, charges, reading room restrictions, rules on access to materials, availability of
microfilm reader-printers and photocopying facilities, staff expertise, list of independent
researchers, collections, comments.

151 CS88 O6 W55 1985 Ref.
Wilson, Thomas B. -- Marriage bonds of Ontario, 1803-1834. --  Lambertville (N.J.) :
Hunterdon House, 1985. -- 445 p. --  0912606266

  Transcriptions of Ontario marriage bonds for the period 1803 through 1834. Names of
parties intending to marry, place of residence, date and place of bond and names of
bondsmen and witnesses are noted. Indexes of places and names. The National Archives of
Canada and the Archives of Ontario hold microfilm copies of Upper Canada (Ontario)
marriage bonds, 1803-1845, with a name index.
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152 CS88 06 W56 Ref.
Wilson, Thomas B. -- Ontario marriage notices. -- Lambertville (N.J.) : Hunterdon House,
1982. -- 435 p. -- 091260607X

  Extracts marriage notices from Ontario newspapers and periodicals published during the
years 1830 through 1856. Supplements William D. Reid's Marriage notices of Ontario by
completing coverage of some of the same titles. Arranged by newspaper or periodical and
chronologically. Index of names compiled by Emily S. Wilson. Index of places.

Prince Edward Island

153 CS88 A84 A84 1994 fol.  Ref.
The atlantic Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, 1994. -- 3 vol. (3608 p.). -- 0919941346 (set)

  Over 500,000 name entries for persons who resided in the Atlantic Provinces during the
period 1600-1900, compiled from sources such as census returns, marriage records,
directories and family histories. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name,
occupation, year, which could be of birth, baptism, christening, marriage, death, burial or a
year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of sources.
List of place names.

154  CS88 P77 G336 1991 fol. Ref.
Gallant, Peter. -- An index of English immigrants based on obituaries and death notices in
Prince Edward Island newspapers, 1835-1910. An index of English immigrants based on
cemetery transcriptions. -- Compiled by Peter Gallant, Nelda Murray. -- Charlottetown :
Prince Edward Island Genealogical Society, 1991. -- [4] leaves, 81 p. : maps. -- Cover title:
From England to Prince Edward Island.

  Section I, death and obituary notices for English emigrants to Prince Edward Island,
extracted from sixteen P.E.I. newspapers. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Section II,
tombstone transcriptions for English emigrants buried in P.E.I. cemeteries. Arranged by lot
or township number. Surname index to both sections. Map of shires and counties of
England and Wales at the end of the nineteenth century. Map of P.E.I. townships.

155 CS88 P77 G34 1990 fol. Ref.
Gallant, Peter. -- An index of Irish immigrants based on obituaries and death notices in
Prince Edward Island newspapers, 1835-1910. -- Compiled by Peter Gallant. --
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Charlottetown : Prince Edward Island Genealogical Society, 1990. -- 55, 21 p. --  Cover
title: From Ireland to Prince Edward Island.

  Part 1, death and obituary notices for Irish emigrants to Prince Edward Island extracted
from P.E.I. newspapers. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Part 2, tombstone
transcriptions for Irish emigrants buried in P.E.I. cemeteries. Alphabetically arranged by
surname. Lot number and name of cemetery noted for each.

156 CS88 P77 G343 1993 fol. Ref.
Gallant, Peter. -- Scottish immigrants to P.E.I. : from death & obituary notices in P.E.I.
newspapers, 1835-1910. -- [Peter Gallant, newspapers researcher ; Nelda Murray, cemetery
transcripts convenor]. -- Charlottetown : Prince Edward Island Genealogical Society, 1993.
-- 1-1c, 62, 1d, 45 p. : maps. --  Cover title: From Scotland to Prince Edward Island.

  Section I, death and obituary notices for Scottish emigrants to Prince Edward Island
extracted from sixteen P.E.I. newspapers. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Addendum.
Section II, tombstone transcriptions for Scottish emigrants buried in P.E.I. cemeteries.
Arranged by lot or township number. Surname index to both sections. Maps of Highland
clans in the sixteenth century, counties of Scotland, P.E.I. townships.

157 CS88 A84 G45 1989 Ref.
Genealogist's handbook for Atlantic Canada research. -- Edited by Terrence M. Punch. --
Boston : New England Historic Genealogical Society, 1989. -- viii, 142 p. : maps. --
0880820225

  A guide to genealogical sources for the Atlantic Provinces. Arranged by province and
record type. Also includes a chapter on regional resources and the Acadians. Covers vital
statistics, census, land, probate, church, cemetery and immigration records, newspapers and
periodicals. Lists libraries, museums, genealogical and historical societies in each province.
Bibliography for each chapter. Index of subjects and institutions.

158 FC2620 L6 I 85 1983 Ref.
An Island refuge : Loyalists and disbanded troops on the Island of Saint John. -- Edited by
Orlo Jones and Doris Haslam. --  [Charlottetown] : Abegweit Branch of the United Empire
Loyalist Association of Canada, 1983. -- vii, 379 p., [8] p. of plates : ill., maps. --
0969138903

  Family histories of Loyalists who settled in Prince Edward Island, written by descendents.
Alphabetically arranged by surname. Biographical sketches of the original Loyalist settler
and genealogical data on second and third generations. Sources noted for some histories.
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Brief histories of Loyalist regiments in Prince Edward Island. Facsimiles of muster rolls.
1841 claimants' list of Loyalists and disbanded soldiers. Index of families.

159  CS16 J65 fol. Ref.
Jones, Orlo. -- Family history in Prince Edward Island : a genealogical research guide. --
[Charlottetown] : Prince Edward Island Heritage Foundation, 1981. -- [6], 41 p. : ill.,
forms, 1 map. -- 0920434223

  A handbook for conducting genealogical research in Prince Edward Island. Includes tips
on beginning and organizing research and provides samples of pedigree charts and family
group sheets. Covers sources such as the Master Name Index, census returns and
newspapers. Lists of local and provincial histories. Also briefly discusses Acadian, English,
Scottish and Irish family history. Orlo Jones also authored a chapter on Prince Edward
Island genealogy in: Genealogist's handbook for Atlantic Canada research.

Québec

160 CD3645 Q33 A76 1937 fol.
Archives judiciaires de Québec. -- Inventaire des contrats de mariage du Régime français
conservés aux Archives judiciaires de Québec. -- Par Pierre-Georges Roy. -- Québec :
[s.n.], 1937-1938. -- 6 vol. -- (Archives de la province de Québec).

  An inventory of several thousand marriage contracts from the period of the French
Regime. Alphabetically arranged by surname. Entries are listed under the surnames of both
bride and groom. Name of notary and date of contract are provided. Notarial records for
the period prior to 1900 are held by the Archives nationales du Québec.

161 COP.QU.2.1987-428
Archives nationales du Québec. -- Catalogue des greffes de notaires conservés aux
Archives nationales du Québec. -- Par Gilles Héon. -- Québec : Archives nationales du
Québec, 1986. --  xxviii, 212 p.

  A catalogue of the notarial records of the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries held by
the Archives nationales du Québec (ANQ) as of December 1986. Alphabetically arranged
by name of notary. Entries include: name of notary, years covered by documents, call
number, microfilm number if available, number of reels, finding aids on microfiche.
Bibliography. List of published inventories arranged by name of notary. Addresses of ANQ
regional centres. Essay on the evolution of the notary system in Quebec.
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162 COP.QU.81
Archives nationales du Québec. -- Inventaire des greffes des notaires du Régime français. -
- Vol. 1 (1942)-vol. 27 (1976). --  Québec : Archives nationales du Québec, Ministère des
affaires culturelles, 1942-1976. -- 27 vol. -- 0703-0452

  An inventory of the legal documents such as marriage contracts, wills, estate inventories,
land transfers, etc. which form the records of notaries of the French Regime. The records of
81 notaries who practised at Quebec, Montreal and Trois-Rivières for the period from the
1630s to 1760 are described. Entries are arranged by notary and chronologically. A
biography and the location of the documents are provided for each notary. An index of
names of parties involved in transactions follows the entries for each notary. Separately
published cumulative index to names appearing in volumes 1-8: Inventaire des greffes des
notaires du Régime français : index des volumes I à VIII (Québec : Archives nationales du
Québec, 1974).

163 CS80 A93 1984 Index Ref.
Auger, Roland-J. [Roland-Joseph]. -- Index onomastique des Mémoires de la Société
généalogique canadienne-française, 1944-1975. -- Roland-J. Auger ; publié sous la
direction de Benoît Pontbriand. -- Québec : Publications audiovisuelles, 1984. -- 2 vol. (ix,
692 p.) : portr. -- 2892460131 (vol. 1) 289246014X (vol. 2)

  An index to over 140,000 names appearing in the Mémoires of the Société généalogique
canadienne-française for the years 1944 through 1975. Vol. 1, A-I; vol. 2, J-Z.

164 CS17 B42 1987 Ref.
Beauregard, Marthe F. [Marthe Faribault]. -- La généalogie : retrouver ses ancêtres. --
Marthe Faribault-Beauregard, Eve Beauregard-Malak. -- [Montréal] : Éditions de l'Homme,
c1987. --  190, [4], 16 p. : ill. -- 2761906926

  A guide to tracing ancestors in Quebec. Examines sources such as parish, notarial and land
records, census returns, newspapers and published reference works. Outlines methods of
organizing research. Includes a chapter on origins of personal and family names. Discusses
problems encountered in genealogical research such as handwriting on early documents.
Foreign research is also briefly presented. Appendices: directories of genealogical societies
in Quebec and Canada, publishers of genealogical sources, Quebec and Canadian archives,
genealogical societies and archives in France. Bibliography.

165 CD3648.5 A1 B44 1990 fol. Ref.
Bélanger, Pauline. -- Inventaire des registres paroissiaux catholiques du Québec, 1621-
1876. -- Pauline Bélanger et Yves Landry avec la collaboration de René Jetté. -- Montréal :
Presses de l'Université de Montréal, 1990. -- xix, 352 p. : cartes. --  276061526X
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  An inventory of registers dating from prior to 1877 for approximately 600 Catholic
parishes of Quebec. Prepared by the Programme de recherche en démographie historique,
Université de Montréal. Parish entries are arranged alphabetically by county or census
division and chronologically by year in which registration began. For each parish, registers
in religious archives which have been microfilmed are listed before those housed in civil
archives. Entries include parish code and name, historical notes, microfilm reel number,
dates of first and last acts registered, whether a register is an original or a transcription,
purpose of the register, observations on its state, contents, etc. Appendices: Catholic
parishes, missions and institutions arranged by county and numerical code; parishes, etc.
arranged alphabetically; parishes, etc. arranged by date of opening of register. Three maps
locate parishes, etc. for which registers were opened before 1800, 1800-1849 and 1850-
1876.
  The Programme de recherche en démographie historique has also published data from the
registers for the period prior to 1765 in: Répertoire des actes de baptême, mariage,
sépulture et des recensements du Québec ancien.

166 CS88 Q8 B47
Bergeron, Adrien. -- Le grand arrangement des Acadiens au Québec : notes de petite-
histoire généalogies : France, Acadie, Québec de 1625 à 1925. -- Montréal : Éditions
Élysée, 1981. -- 8 vol. : cartes. -- 0885450558

  Historical notes on and genealogies of Acadian families in Quebec, 1625-1925. Each
volume is alphabetically arranged by family name. Genealogies are arranged according to
the marriages of the sons of the family. Longer genealogies are accompanied by an
alphabetical list of first names. Introduction on Acadian genealogy.

167 CS1 B6
Bottin québécois des chercheurs en généalogie. -- (1984)-    . -- Sainte-Foy (Québec) :
Fédération québécoise des sociétés de généalogie, 1985-    . --   vol.-- 0826-8428

  Irregular, 1984, 1991. Imprint varies. A directory of genealogists who are members of
thirteen genealogical societies which make up the Fédération québécoise des sociétés de
généalogie. Arranged in three parts: alphabetically arranged directory of members with
addresses and affiliations; index of family names researched; index of subjects researched.
Appendix: directory of Quebec archives, libraries, genealogical and historical societies with
genealogical resources.
  The Fédération has also published catalogues of its own publications and those of its
member societies: Répertoire des publications des sociétés de généalogie du Québec
(Sainte-Foy : la Fédération, 1990-    ).
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168 CS83 F7414 1992 fol. Ref.
Les Canadiens français, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --1re éd. -- Toronto :
Genealogical Research Library, c1992. -- 3 vol. (3133 p.). -- 0919941206 (set)

  500,000 name entries for French Canadians of Quebec and other parts of Canada,
extracted from marriage and land records, directories and local histories covering the period
1600-1900. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name, occupation, year, which
could be year of birth, marriage or death or a year when the person was known to be living,
place and source code. Place-name index. Appendix: list of sources. Also published in
English under the title: The French Canadians, 1600-1900 : an alphabetized directory of
the people, places, and vital dates.

169 FC25 D34 Reserve
Daniel, François. -- Nos gloires nationales ou Histoire des principales familles du Canada
: ouvrage enrichi des gravures. --Montréal : Eusèbe Senécal, 1867. -- 2 vol. (xv, 365 p.,
[33] feuillets de planches; 378, 48 p., [30] feuillets de planches (1 plié)) : armoiries, fac-
sim., cartes en coul., portr.

  Genealogical essays on early prominent French-Canadian families. Coats of arms.
Portraits. Supplementary section in volume 2 includes briefer entries on families not given
full essays. Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche series, no. 09937-
09939. This two-volume work appears to be the most complete edition of this publication.
Eusèbe Sénécal published other one-volume editions of this work in 1867 under the title:
Histoire des grandes familles françaises du Canada ou Aperçu sur le chevalier Benoist et
quelques familles contemporaines. One of these editions lacks the essays on the Baby, de
Lery and Guy families and two others lack the essays on the de Lery and Guy families and
the supplementary section. Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH microfiche
series, no. 27016.

170  CS81 D5 1985 fol. Ref.
Dictionnaire national des Canadiens-français (1608-1760). -- Éd. rev. -- Montréal :
Institut généalogique Drouin, 1985, c1979. -- 3 vol. (2008 p.) : ill., cartes.

  Previous eds., 1958, 1965, 1978. Data on marriages in Quebec during the period 1608-
1760. Alphabetically arranged by family name of groom. Tome 1, A-K; tome 2, L-Z.
Entries include names of groom and bride, names of groom's and bride's parents, place and
date of marriage. Some entries also include references to historical material on families in
tome 3, including portraits, arms and facsimiles of signatures. Corrigenda and addenda at
back of tome 2. Continued by: Répertoire alphabétique des mariages des Canadiens
français, 1760-1935.
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171 CS5 D87 1993 fol. Ref.
DuPuis, Gaston L. [Gaston Lucien]. -- Index des archivistes/généalogistes de famille. --
Gaston L. DuPuis avec la collaboration de Micheline DaPrato et Francine Fortin. --
Montréal : Gaston L. DuPuis, 1993. -- vii, 48 f. -- 2894070594

  A list of primarily French names that are being researched by genealogists of Quebec.
Arranged in two parts: alphabetically arranged list of family names being researched with
reference to the name of an ancestor; alphabetically arranged list of ancestors with name,
address and telephone number of researcher.

172
Fortin, Francine. -- Family histories index = Index d'histoires de familles. -- Par Francine
Fortin ; collaboratrice, Micheline da Prato. -- Lachine (Québec) : Francine Fortin, [1994?]. -
- xv, [276] p. -- 2980329347

  A catalogue of family histories in book form as well as an index of family histories found in
collected biographical and genealogical works. Emphasis on French-Canadian families. Each
section is arranged by family name. Quebec library locations provided for family histories in
book form. Also includes a list of association bulletins produced by French North-American
families and periodicals of Canadian genealogical societies. Bibliography.

173 CS88 Q8 F67 1992 fol.  Ref.
Fortin, Francine. -- Relevé des registres d'état civil du Québec : catholiques, autres
dénominations et civils, 1621 à 1992. --  Par Francine Fortin avec la collaboration de
Micheline DaPrato et Gaston DuPuis. -- Lachine (Québec) : Francine Fortin, [1992?]. --  ix,
304, [3] p. -- 2980329304

  A guide to places of Quebec for which there are registers of baptisms, marriages and
burials. Includes Catholic registers and those of other denominations as well as civil
registration records. Two lists, alphabetically arranged by place name and alphabetically
arranged by name of county. Entries include place name, religious or civil institution, year
registration was begun, county name, baptism, marriage or burial registration, years covered
by register, call numbers for the Salle Gagnon, Bibliothèque de Montréal or the Société
généalogique canadienne-française. Index of changed and other place names. Bibliography.

174 FC306 A1 F6823 1989 Ref.
Fournier, Marcel. -- Les Européens au Canada : des origines à 1765 (hors France). --
Montréal : Éditions du Fleuve, c1989. --  352, [8] p. : ill., cartes. -- 2893720125
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  Brief biographies of immigrants who came to Quebec during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries from 24 European countries, excluding France. Compiled from archival
sources such as records of baptisms, marriages and burials, census returns and notarial
records as well as various published works.  Alphabetically arranged by family name.
Separate list of Anglo-Protestants in Quebec for the period 1760-1765. List of marriages
between Protestants and Catholics, 1759-1767. Essay on the history of European
immigration to North America. Indexes: place of origin, place of establishment, spouse.
Bibliography.

175 CS83 F74 1992 fol. Ref.
The French Canadians, 1600-1900 : an alphabetized directory of the people, places, and
vital dates. -- Edited by Noel Montgomery Elliot. -- 1st ed. -- Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, c1992. -- 3 vol. (3069 p.). -- 0919941206 (set)

  500,000 name entries for French Canadians of Quebec and other parts of Canada,
extracted from marriage and land records, directories and local histories covering the period
1600-1900. Alphabetically arranged. Entries may include name, occupation, year, which
could be year of birth, marriage or death or a year when the person was known to be living,
place and source code. Place-name index. Appendix: list of sources. Also published in
French under the title: Les Canadiens français, 1600-1900.

176 Z5305 C3 G38 fol. Ref.
Gauthier, Louis-Guy. -- La généalogie : une recherche bibliographique. Précédée de
Outils génealogiques à la Salle Gagnon de la Bibliothèque de la ville de Montréal par
Daniel Olivier. -- 2e éd. -- Montréal : Commission des bibliothécaires : Association des
institutions d'enseignement, 1980. -- xix, 150 p.

  1st ed., ? A bibliography of books, periodical articles and theses on the genealogy of
Quebec. Includes works in French and English. Arranged by subject or type of source
including the seigneurial regime, Acadians, notarial records, baptism, marriage and burial
registers, parish and family histories, etc. Indexes of personal and place names. Appendices:
publications of Éditions Bergeron & fils; publications of the Centre de généalogie S.C.;
catalogue of marriage registers published by B. Pontbriand. Bibliography is preceded by an
essay on genealogical sources held by the Salle Gagnon of the Bibliothèque de la ville de
Montréal.

177 KEQ169 G54 1985 fol.
Gilbert-Léveillé, Pierrette. -- Répertoire des greffes des notaires. -- Pierrette Gilbert-
Léveillé en collaboration avec René Léveillé. -- Québec : Société de généalogie de Québec,
1985-1988. -- 3 vol. (iii, 391; 396; 479 p.). -- (Contribution ; no 46, 50, 57). -- 2891200268
(vol. 1) 2891200292 (vol. 2) 2891200381 (vol. 3)
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  An inventory of the legal documents such as marriage contracts, wills, land transfers, etc.
which form the records of the notaries of the French Regime. Analyses the records of fifteen
notaries not covered by the Inventaire des greffes des notaires du Régime français
published by the Archives nationales du Québec. Entries are arranged by name of notary
and chronologically. A biography, location of documents and references to sources are
provided for each notary. Indexes to entries for each notary: names of parties involved in
transactions; type of transaction; profession. Volume 3 compiled by Sylvie Tremblay.
  Other notarial inventories have been published by organizations such as the Société de
recherche historique archiv-histo, the Club de généalogie de Longueuil and the Société de
généalogie de la Mauricie et des Bois-Francs.

178 CS89 G6 fol. Ref.
Godbout, Archange, o.f.m. -- Origine des familles canadiennes-françaises : extrait de
l'état civil français, première série. -- Lille [France] : Société Saint-Augustin, Desclée, De
Brouwer, 1925. -- 262 p.

  Genealogical data on families of France who were the ancestors of persons who emigrated
to Canada. Extracted from French registers of baptisms, marriages and burials of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Dates of registers examined are noted. Arranged
geographically and by family name. Indexes of surnames and places. Reprinted: Montréal :
Éditions Élysée, 1979.

179 CS89 A2 G69 1976 Ref.
Godbout, Archange, o.f.m. -- Vieilles familles de France en Nouvelle-France. --
Présentation et notes additionnelles de Roland-J. Auger. -- Québec : Centre canadien de
recherches généalogiques, 1976. -- 166 p. -- (Publications du Centre canadien de recherches
généalogiques ; 1).

  Genealogical data on old families of France of which members settled in New France.
Compiled from French registers of baptisms, marriages and burials and notarial records.
Alphabetically arranged by family name. Index of family names.

180  Z5305 C3 G74 1974 Ref.
Grégoire, Jeanne. -- Guide du généalogiste : à la recherche de nos ancêtres. -- Ed. revue,
corr. et augm. -- Montréal : Guérin, 1974. -- 104 p. : form., tabl. généal.

  1st ed., 1957, A la recherche de nos ancêtres : guide du généalogiste. A guide to
researching Quebec genealogy. Describes sources such as birth, marriage and burial
records, notarial records, census returns and published works including genealogical
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dictionaries, family histories and biographies. Also suggests methods of organizing
information and provides samples of genealogical charts. Name index. Bibliography of
onomastical sources.

181 CS81 G73 1986 fol. Ref.
Grenier, Roland. -- Répertoire des registres d'état civil catholiques et des toponymes
populaires du Québec : l'outil indispensable du chercheur et du généalogiste. -- Sainte-
Foy (Québec) : Société de généalogie de Québec, 1986. -- xv, 316 p. --(Contribution ; no
53). -- 2891200322

  A guide to the registers of marriages of Catholic parishes and missions in Quebec. Entries
are arranged in three alphabetical sequences: by census division, by place and by parish.
Entries include place and parish names, year register was opened, years covered by existing
manuscript or published marriage register, name of author or editor and other notes on
publication. Index of place names with cross-references. Directory of publishers.

182 CS81 J48 1983 fol. Ref.
Jetté, René. -- Dictionnaire généalogique des familles du Québec. -- René Jetté avec la
collaboration du Programme de recherche en démographie  historique de l'Université de
Montréal ; préface de Hurbert Charbonneau. -- Montréal : Presses de l'Université de
Montréal, 1983. -- xxviii, 1176 p. -- 2760606455

  Genealogies of Quebec families from the period of the French settlement of Quebec,
during the first half of the seventeenth century to the year 1730. Attempts to correct errors
and omissions in the work of Cyprien Tanguay, Dictionnaire généalogique des familles
canadiennes. Information was collected primarily from the Catholic registers of births,
marriages and deaths for the period 1621-1730. The author was able to make use of data
compiled from the registers by the Programme de recherche en démographie historique of
the Université de Montréal. Other sources examined include nominal census returns,
marriage contracts and published materials on various professions practised in New France.
Alphabetically arranged by family name. List of sources. Appendices: Birth, marriage and
death registers and census returns which mention unidentified individuals; index of women
whose families do not have distinct entries in the dictionary; index of surnames.

183 CS88 Q8 J48 1988 fol.  Ref.
Jetté, René. -- Répertoire des noms de famille du Québec des origines à 1825. -- René
Jetté, Micheline Lécuyer. -- Montréal : Institut généalogique J.L., 1988. -- iii, 201 p. --
2980124001

  A list of family names, variant spellings and surnames of Quebec to 1825. Lists only family
names of men who appeared in marriage registers. For the period prior to 1730 information
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was extracted from Jetté's Dictionnaire généalogique des familles du Québec. Arranged in
two parts: family names alphabetically arranged with variant spellings or surnames and year
of first appearance; variants or surnames alphabetically arranged with family names and year
of first appearance.

184 KEQ169.5 L34 1991 fol.  Ref.
Laliberté, Jean-Marie. -- Index des lieux de résidence et de pratique : des commis-- des
garde-notes-- des greffiers-- des tabellions-- autres-- et des notaires, 1621-1991 ainsi que
les lieux de dépôt de leur minutiers avec leurs cotes aux A.N.Q. --  Montréal : Jean-Marie
Laliberté, 1991. -- 15, 741 p. : cartes. --  2980264903

  An index of the notaries of Quebec for the period 1621 through 1991, arranged according
to place of practice. Also includes other persons not qualified as notaries but who
performed notarial functions. Entries include judicial district number, city or village of
practice, years of practice in that place, location of documents in Archives nationales du
Québec (ANQ) or Cours supérieure, years of documents conserved, name of notary, ANQ
call number, date of appointment as notary and last year of practice or year of death,
principal district in which the notary practised. Addenda: lists of judicial districts and
municipalities; information on regional centres of the Archives nationales du Québec;
bibliography;  directories of genealogical societies of Quebec, United States and France;
various maps of parishes and missions, administrative districts, seigneuries of New France.
The author also compiled Index des greffes des notaires décédés (1645-1948) (Québec : B.
Pontbriand, 1967) which includes lists of Quebec notaries arranged by place of practice and
chronologically.

185  FC301 A1 L35 1992 Ref.
Landry, Yves. -- Les Filles du roi au XVIIe siècle : suivi d'un Répertoire biographique des
Filles du roi. -- Préface d'Hubert Charbonneau. -- Montréal : Leméac, c1992. -- 434, [2] p.
--  2760950689 -- En tête de titre: Orphelines en France, pionnières au Canada.

  A demographic and historical study of the 770 women sent to New France by Louis XIV
during the period 1663 through 1673. Chapters cover the origins, marriages, families and
deaths of the women. Numerous statistical tables. Also includes biographies of the women
which may provide the following pieces of information: name, names of parents, place of
origin, date of birth, date of arrival in New France, value of possessions, date and place of
death, ability to sign name, date and place of marriage, name and occupation of spouse, date
of marriage contract, name of notary, place of residence, number of children. Much of the
information was obtained from the Programme de recherche en démographie historique,
Université de Montréal.
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186 FC306 A1 L42
Lebel, Gérard. -- Nos ancêtres : biographies d'ancêtres. --  Saint-Anne-de-Beaupré
[Québec] : G. Lebel, 1980-. --vol. : ill., cartes.

  Biographical-genealogical essays on the earliest families of Quebec, their origins in France,
settlement in New France and descendents. 24 volumes published to date, some in several
editions, each containing fifteen to twenty essays. Information was gathered from notarial
records and various published sources. Later editions include bibliographies with essays.
  Most recent editions: vol. 1, 6th ed., 1993; vol. 2, 4th ed., 1992; vol. 3, 3rd ed., 1993; vol.
4, 1st ed., 1983; vol. 5, 2nd ed., 1989; vol. 6, 2nd ed., 1992; vol. 7, 3rd ed., 1992; vol. 8,
2nd ed., 1992; vol. 9, 2nd ed., 1990; vol. 10, 2nd ed., 1993; vol. 11-12, 1st ed., 1986; vol.
13, 1st ed., 1987; vol. 14, 2nd ed., 1993; vol. 15, 2nd ed., 1992; vol. 16, 1st ed., 1989; vol.
17-19, 1st ed., 1990; vol. 20, 1st ed., 1991; vol. 21-22, 1st ed., 1992; vol. 23, 1st ed., 1993;
vol. 24, 1st ed., 1994. Volumes 1-13 also published in English under the title: Our French-
Canadian ancestors.

187 FC306 A1 L4213 1983
Lebel, Gérard. -- Our French-Canadian ancestors. -- [Translated] by Thomas J. Laforest. -
- 1st ed. -- Palm Harbor (Fla.) : LISI Press, 1983-. --vol. : ill., maps.

  Translation of volumes 1-13 of Nos ancêtres : biographies d'ancêtres. Biographical-
genealogical essays on the earliest families of Quebec, their origins in France, settlement in
New France and descendents. Fifteen to twenty essays in each volume with references to
sources. Index of names in each volume.

188 CD3645 Q26 N45 1920 fol.
Lettres de noblesse, généalogies, érections de comtés et baronnies insinuées par le Conseil
souverain de la Nouvelle-France. -- Publiées par Pierre-Georges Roy. --  Beauceville
[Québec] : L'Éclaireur, 1920. -- 2 vol. ([vii], 282; 259, [2] p.). -- (Archives de la province
de Québec).

  Includes genealogies of certain early families of New France and texts of documents of
confirmation of nobility, creation of barons, etc., and division of lands as decided by the
Conseil souverain de la Nouvelle-France from 1667 through 1743. Chronologically
arranged. Index of names in volume 2. Appendices. Errata.

189   HD319 Q8 L58 1981 fiche Ref.
Liste des terrains concédés par la Couronne dans la province de Québec, de 1763 au 31
décembre 1890. -- Québec : C.-F. Langlois, Imprimeur de la Reine, 1891. -- 1921 p.
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  Lists land grants made in the province of Quebec during the period from 1763 through
December 31, 1890. Arranged by county and canton. Entries include name of grantee,
concession and lot numbers granted, number of acres, date of letters patent and register
reference. Alphabetical index of grantees. Reproduced in microform format: CIHM/ICMH
microfiche series, no. 09831.

190 CS88 Q8 O454 fol. Ref.
Olivier, Reginald L. -- Your ancient Canadian family ties. --  Logan (Utah) : Everton
Publishers, c1972. -- xii, 364 p. : map.

  Brief genealogical entries in English for French-Canadian families from the period 1618 to
1700 compiled from sources such as parish registers and numerous published genealogical
works. Alphabetically arranged by family name. Entries include references to sources. Map
of archdioceses and dioceses of France. Glossary of French names. Bibliography of sources.
Name index.

191  CS88 A1 R46 1989 x.fol. Ref.
CS88 A1 R462 1991 x.fol.  Ref.

Répertoire alphabétique des mariages des Canadiens-français, 1760-1935. -- Longueuil
(Québec) : Services généalogique Claude Drouin, c1989-[1991?]. -- 110 vol.

  Data on marriages in Quebec during the period 1760-1935. Arranged in two series of
volumes, alphabetically arranged by the family name of the groom and alphabetically
arranged by the family name of the bride, respectively. Each volume is divided into two
sections, 1760-1880 and 1880-1935. However, it is necessary to check both as marriages
are often listed in the wrong section. Entries include names of bride and groom, names of
bride's and groom's parents, place and date of marriage. Some entries also provide
information on the marriage contract. Continues: Dictionnaire national des Canadiens-
français (1608-1760).

192 CD3648 A1 R46 Ref.
Répertoire des actes de baptême, mariage, sépulture et des recensements du Québec
ancien. -- Ouvrage publié sous la direction de Hubert Charbonneau et Jacques Légaré. --
Montréal : Presses de l'Université de Montréal, 1980-1990. -- 47 vol. : ill. -- 2760604713

  Data of genealogical and historical interest collected from registers of baptisms, marriages
and burials, census returns and other sources such as marriage contracts, lists of immigrants,
confirmations, hospitalized persons, etc. Undertaken as a demographic study of early
Quebec by the Programme de recherche en démographie historique of the Université de
Montréal. Approximately 300,000 baptisms, marriages and burials are noted. Volumes
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cover the following time periods: vol. 1-7, 17th century; vol. 8-17, 1700-1729; vol. 18-30,
1730-1749; vol. 31-45, 1750-1765; vol. 46-47, addenda, 1700-1765. Revised second
editions of volumes 1-7 were published in 1991.
  For each time period, parishes governed by the cities of Quebec, Trois-Rivières and
Montreal are grouped. Within each parish, baptisms, marriages and burials are listed in
separate chronological sequences. Information from census returns and other sources are
listed separately. Separate indexes of names are provided for parishes and for other sources
included in each volume. A general index of names is provided for each time period.

193 CS83 R62 1988 Ref.
Robert, Normand. -- Catalogue des immigrants catholiques des îles Britanniques avant
1825 = Catalog of Catholic immigrants from the British Isles before 1825. -- Normand
Robert, Michel Thibault avec la collaboration de la Société généalogique Bourgchemin. --
Montréal : Société de recherche historique archiv-histo, 1988. --  122, [4] p. : cartes. --
2920480146

  Lists immigrants from the British Isles who were married in Catholic ceremonies in
Quebec prior to 1825. Four sections for England, Scotland, Wales and the Channel Islands
and Ireland. Entries in each section are organized according to place of origin. Index of
immigrants names for each country. Appendices: counties and county towns of England,
Scotland, Wales; islands of the Channel Islands; territorial divisions of Ireland; Catholic
dioceses of Ireland.

194  CS89 R58 1984 Ref.
Robert, Normand. -- Nos origines en France : des débuts à 1825. -- Par Normand Robert
avec la collaboration de la Société généalogique Bourgchemin. -- Montréal : Société de
recherche historique archiv-histo, 1984-    . --   vol. : ill. --  2920480065 (no 1) 2920480081
(no 2) 2920480103 (no 3) 2920480111 (no 4) 2920480162 (no 5) 2920480170 (no 6)
2920480189 (no 7) 2920480197 (no 8) 2920480219 (no 9) 2920480227 (no 10)

  A list of French immigrants to Canada prior to 1825 with marital data. Sources such as
parish registers, marriage contracts, etc. were examined as well as Jetté's Dictionnaire
généalogique des familles du Québec. Ten volumes to date covering the following
provinces of France: no. 1, Bearn, Gascogne; no. 2, Guyenne, Périgord; no. 3, Angoumois,
Saintonge; no. 4, Aunis; no. 5, Poitou; no. 6, Comtat-Venaissin, Comté de Foix, Dauphiné,
Languedoc, Lyonnais, Provence, Roussillon, Savoie; no. 7, Normandie, Perche; no. 8,
Auvergne, Berry, Bourbonnais, Limousin, Marche, Nivernois; no. 9, Alsace, Bourgogne,
Champagne, Franche-Comté, Lorraine; no. 10, Anjou, Maine, Orléanais, Touraine. Each
number is alphabetically arranged by commune (municipality). Within each commune family
names are arranged by parish and alphabetically. Brief administrative description provided
for each commune. Index of names in each number. No. 1 includes a list of parish registers
and notarial records.
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195 CD3645 Q33 A76 1941 fol.
Roy, Pierre-Georges. -- Inventaire des testaments, donations et inventaires du Régime
français conservés aux Archives judiciaires de Québec. -- Québec : [s.n.], 1941. -- 3 vol.
(300; 300; 300 p.).

  Lists wills, estate inventories and settlements from the period of the French Regime.
Notarial records for the period prior to 1900 are held by the Archives nationales du Québec.
Alphabetically arranged by name. Entries include names of parties involved, name of notary
and date. Texts of certain wills, etc. reproduced in appendices.

196 Z883 S54 S62 1992 fol.
Société de généalogie des Cantons de l'Est. -- Inventaire des ressources généalogiques de
la Société de généalogie des Cantons de l'Est. -- Sherbrooke (Québec) : la Société, 1992. --
1 vol. (f. mobiles). -- 2920199323

  A catalogue of books and periodicals for genealogical research held by the library of the
Société de généalogie des Cantons de l'Est. Focusses on the Estrie region of Quebec,
however, also includes material on other parts of Quebec and Canada. Arranged in sections
covering reference works, family histories, marriage registers of Quebec, marriage registers
for other provinces and countries, parish histories, census returns and indexes, archives,
biographies of individuals, collective biographies, periodicals, etc. Title entries are coded
according to category of document and Quebec census division when appropriate.

197 K-29-6
Société généalogique canadienne-française. -- Le mois généalogique : vol. I à X index. --
Montréal : la Société, [1958?]. -- 39 p.

  An index to vol. 1 (January 1948)-vol. 10 (December 1957) of Le mois généalogique,
periodical of the Société until 1960. Six parts: indexes of names of persons, subjects and
parishes, list of historical and genealogical societies, list of private archives open to
members of the Société, manuscripts of members, list of members.

198 CS88 Q8 T3 fol. Ref.
Tanguay, Cyprien. -- Dictionnaire généalogique des familles canadiennes depuis la
fondation de la colonie jusqu'à nos jours. -- Montréal : Eusèbe Senécal, 1871-1890. -- 7
vol. : 1 carte, portr., tables.

  Genealogies of French-Canadian families. Information compiled from registers of
baptisms, marriages and burials, notarial records and census returns. Vol. 1, 1608-1700,
vol. 2-7, 1700-1760. Separate alphabetical sequence of family names for each time period.
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Appendices: vol. 1, ecclesiastical provinces and cities of France in 1631, chronological,
geographical and alphabetical tables of parishes of Quebec, list of governors, judges,
notaries and doctors of New France 1681, seigneuries of New France 1681, personnel of
religious houses in New France 1681; vol. 3, list of slaves; vol. 4, statistics on illegitimate
births; vol. 7, alphabetical list of family names of men with variants and surnames, women
for whom only a Christian name is mentioned, names of men married to Indian women.
  Reprinted: New York : AMS Press, 1969; Montréal : Éditions Élyssée, 1975. Vol. 1
reprinted: Baltimore : Genealogical Publishing, 1967. Reproduced in microform format:
CIHM/ICMH microfiche series, no. 24476-24483; [Montréal] : Bibliothèque nationale du
Québec, 1982. 2 reels of 35 mm. microfilm.   A number of authors have attempted to
supplement or to correct omissions and errors in Tanguay's work. They include: Auger,
Roland-J., Noms de femmes : tome 1 de Tanguay; Godbout, Archange, Nos ancêtres au
XVIIe siècle; Jetté, René, Dictionnaire généalogique des familles du Québec; Leboeuf, J.-
Arthur, Complément au dictionnaire généalogique Tanguay.

199 CS88 Q8 T33 1983 fol.  Ref.
Auger, Roland-J. [Roland-Joseph]. -- Noms de femmes : tome 1 de Tanguay. -- Ottawa :
Sociéte franco-ontarienne d'histoire et de généalogie, [1983?]. -- [3], 143 f.

  A list of the names of women who appear in volume 1 of Cyprien Tanguay's Dictionnaire
généalogique des familles canadiennes. Alphabetically arranged by maiden name. Entries
include name of husband and a page reference to Tanguay.

200 CS88 Q8 G6 1951 fol.  Ref.
Godbout, Archange, o.f.m. -- Nos ancêtres au XVIIe siècle : dictionnaire généalogique et
bio-bibliographique des familles canadiennes. -- [Québec : s.n., 1953-1965?]. -- 6 vol.

  Genealogical data on families that settle in Quebec before 1700 from registers of baptisms,
marriages and burials, marriage contracts, census records, etc. Attempts to correct errors
and omissions in the first volume of Cyprien Tanguay's Dictionnaire généalogique des
familles canadiennes. Alphabetically arranged by family name. Originally published as part
of: Rapport de l'Archiviste de la province de Québec, 1951/52-1959/60, 1965.

201 CS88 Q8 L4 fol. Ref.
Leboeuf, J.-Arthur [Joseph-Arthur]. -- Complément au dictionnaire généalogique
Tanguay. -- Montréal : Société généalogique canadienne-française, 1957-1964. -- 3 vol.
(194; 269; 86 p.). --  (Publications de la Société généalogique canadienne-française ; 2, 4,
6).
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  Supplements vol. 2-7 of Cyprien Tanguay's Dictionnaire généalogique des familles
canadiennes. Corrects and adds information on eighteenth-century marriages. Each volume
is alphabetically arranged by family name of husband. Page references to Tanguay.

202 FC305 T78 Suppl. Ref.
Trudel, Marcel. -- Catalogue des immigrants, 1632-1662. --  Montréal : Hurtubise HMH,
c1983. -- [14], 569, [4] p. -- (Cahiers du Québec Collection histoire). -- 2890455793

  A catalogue of immigrants to New France during the period of the Compagnie des Cents-
Associés, compiled from employment contracts, registers of baptisms, marriages and
burials, notarial records, etc. Arranged chronologically, according to destination (region of
Quebec/Trois-Rivières or Montreal) and alphabetically by family name. Entries include
name, age, province of origin in France, date and circumstances of arrival, date of marriage,
occupation, etc. Index of names. Intended as a supplement to volume 3 of the author's
Histoire de la Nouvelle-France (Montréal : Fides, 1979).

Saskatchewan

203 CS2327 C2 H35 1993 fol. Ref.
Hande, D'Arcy. -- Changes of name : The Saskatchewan gazette, 1917 to 1950. --
Compiled by D'Arcy Hande, Debbie Moyer, Rae Chamberlain. -- Regina : Saskatchewan
Genealogical Society, c1993. -- [3], iii, [1], 89 p. -- 1895859042

  An index of names published in The Saskatchewan gazette in notices of application for a
legal change of name, 1917-1950. Arranged in two alphabetical sequences: original name,
new name. Entries include place of residence, date of notice of application in The gazette,
date of certificate of approval in The gazette.

204 CS88 S8 H36 1983 fol. Ref.
Hande, D'Arcy. -- Exploring family history in Saskatchewan. --  Prepared by D'Arcy Hande
; assisted by Robert L. Pittendrigh. --  Regina : Saskatchewan Archives Board, 1983. -- vi,
24 p. : ill. --(Saskatchewan Archives reference series ; 2). -- 0969144504

  A guide to sources for genealogical research in Saskatchewan. Part 1 introduces the
beginner to the following: use and preservation of family documents, interviewing relatives,
organizing research, correspondence and Saskatchewan genealogical societies. Part 2
covers sources such as vital statistics, court, land, municipal, church, cemetery, educational
and federal government records, libraries, museums and the Saskatchewan Archives Board.
Part 3 discusses research outside Saskatchewan and provides addresses for provincial
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archives and genealogical societies as well as foreign genealogical organizations.
Reproduced in microform format: Microlog, no. 84-03090.

205 FC3217.1 Ref.
Index to the census of Canada 1891. -- Eileen P. Condon, editor. -- Regina : Regina
Branch, Saskatchewan Genealogical Society, 1988-    . --   vol. : maps. -- 0969333803
(Assiniboia West) 0969333846 (Assiniboia East) 1895859026 (Saskatchewan)

  An index of all names appearing in the 1891 federal census returns of the North West
Territories. Microfilms of the returns held by the National Archives of Canada were
indexed. Three volumes published to date under the following titles: 1988, Assiniboia West
: index to the census of Canada 1891; 1990, Assiniboia East : index to the census of
Canada 1891; 1992, District of Saskatchewan : index to the census of Canada 1891.
Volumes covering Alberta and the Unorganized Territories in progress. Alphabetically
arranged by surname. Entries include surname, given names, sex, age, birthplace,
subdivision and page number within returns. Descriptions of census subdivisions.
Bibliography.

206 HA741.5 1881 Index 1984 fol. Ref.
Main, Lorne W. [Lorne William]. -- Index to 1881 Canadian census of North West
Territories & Algoma, Ontario. -- [Vancouver] : Lorne William Main, c1984. -- v, 105, [3]
p. : maps. -- 0969109334

  An index to the 1881 Canadian census of the North West Territories and Algoma, Ontario.
Attempts to include all surnames listed in the census, regardless of origin. Arranged by
enumeration area and subdivision and then alphabetically by surname. Entries include
surname, first name of the first person listed with a particular surname, number of persons
with same surname in a household, enumeration area page number, enumeration area
household number. Maps of Northwest Territories, Algoma census area and Manitoulin
Island.

207 CS80 S3 fol.
Saskatchewan Genealogical Society. -- Members' interests. --  (1989)-    . -- [Regina] : the
Society, c1989-    . --   vol. --  1197-0146

  Irregular. Lists surnames which members of the Saskatchewan Genealogical Society are
researching. Arranged in two parts: alphabetical list of surnames with time period, place and
member number for each; numerically arranged list of members who submitted surnames.
Member addresses provided. Surnames were previously published in: 1972, 1974, 1977,
Surnames supplement supplement to the Society Bulletin; 1981, Surname exchange.
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208 CS80 S29 Ref.
Saskatchewan Genealogical Society. -- A subject index to the Saskatchewan Genealogical
Society Bulletin, volume 1, 1970 to volume 22, 1991. -- Compiled by Rae W. Chamberlain.
-- Regina : Saskatchewan Genealogical Society, c1992. -- [4], 39 p. --  0969333897

  An index to articles published in vol. 1 (1970)-vol. 22 (1991) of the Saskatchewan
Genealogical Society Bulletin. Alphabetically arranged is two sequences for subjects and
places.

209 CS83 S93 1986 Ref.
Szalasznyj, Kathlyn. -- How to research your Ukrainian ancestry in Saskatchewan :
rodovid. -- Saskatoon : Ukrainian Canadian Committee, Saskatchewan Provincial Council,
1986. -- [2], iii, 33 p., [2] leaves : ill., charts, maps. -- 0969282702 -- Cover title.

  A guide to genealogical research on Ukrainian Canadians in Saskatchewan. A chapter on
beginning research mentions a number of genealogical reference works and secondary
sources on the history of the Ukraine and Ukrainians in Canada. Sources are described
under the following categories: family, community and official. Community sources include
churches, cemeteries, museums, institutes and research centres. Official sources include
immigration, citizenship, land, vital statistics and estate records. Addresses are provided for
the repositories noted. The holdings of the Saskatchewan Archives Board and the National
Archives of Canada are highlighted. Bibliographic notes.

210
The western Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --  Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, c1994. -- 3 vol. --  0919941311 (set)

  Over 300,000 name entries for persons who resided in Alberta, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia, Northwest Territories, or the Yukon Territory before 1900, compiled from
sources such as census returns, directories and local histories. Alphabetically arranged.
Entries may include name, occupation, year, which could be of birth, marriage, death, burial
or a year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of
sources. List of villages, towns, townships, etc. with names changes.

Yukon Territory

211
The western Canadians, 1600-1900. -- Noel Montgomery Elliot. --  Toronto : Genealogical
Research Library, c1994. -- 3 vol. --  0919941311 (set)
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  Over 300,000 name entries for persons who resided in Alberta, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia, Northwest Territories, or the Yukon Territory before 1900, compiled from
sources such as census returns, directories and local histories. Alphabetically arranged.
Entries may include name, occupation, year, which could be of birth, marriage, death, burial
or a year in which the person was known to be living, place and source code. List of
sources. List of villages, towns, townships, etc. with names changes.

212 CS88 Y8 Y85 1985 fol.  Ref.
Yukon Archives. -- Genealogy sources available at the Yukon Archives. -- [Whitehorse] :
Yukon Archives, 1985. -- 11 leaves. -- 155018041X

  A guide to sources for genealogical research held by the Yukon Archives. Arranged in
sections covering the following types of materials: books, newspapers, directories, indexes;
manuscripts including private papers of individuals and families; corporate records; Yukon
and federal government records; municipal records; photographs. Brief descriptions of
record contents, finding aids, restrictions on access. Archives call numbers provided.
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Name Index

Aitken, Barbara B.
     6, 118
Alberta Family Histories Society.
     61
Alberta Genealogical Society.
     55, 61
Alberta Genealogical Society. Library.
     56
Allen County Public Library. Genealogy
Dept.
     46, 47
Archives de l'Ontario.
     119, 126, 132, 133
Archives de la province de Québec.
     188
Archives de la Saskatchewan.
     204
Archives judiciaires de Québec.
     160
Archives nationales du Canada.
     34, 35
Archives nationales du Québec.
     161, 162
Archives of Ontario.
     119, 126, 132, 133
Archives of Ontario. Interloan Service.
     120
Archives provinciales du Nouveau-
Brunswick.
     88, 92
Archives publiques de la Nouvelle-
Écosse.
     105, 108, 111
Arsenault, Bona.
     11
Auger, Roland-Joseph.
     163, 179, 199
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